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Abstract
Fluidic actuation offers a facile method to move large quantities of small solids, often
referred to as fluid-bed movement. Applications for fluid bed processing are integral to
many fields including petrochemical, petroleum, chemical, pharmaceutical, biochemical,
environmental, defense, and medical. Thermal vapor microbubbles have been shown to be a
low power input with high work output fluidic actuation technique with demonstrated
commercial applications in ink jet printing and optical switching.
This thesis further develops microbubble actuation (1iBA) as an arrayed particulate actuation
technology for active sorting in particulate fluid beds. Numerical and analytical models of
flows, forces, and fields affecting a piBA-based system are presented. The design and
fabrication of an arrayed pBA-powered device are delineated with notation of specifications
that may focus future design iterations. Performance testing and characterization of pBA
technology, including over a hundred in-plane and out-of-plane nucleation site geometries,
serve as the impetus for the technical guidelines that are presented, which include a detailed
comparison of in-plane and out-of-plane nucleation site geometry performance.
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Chapter 1 Introduction
1.1 Background
Macro fluidic actuation is the use of mechanical devices to move or control fluids.
Fluidic actuation yields a mechanical advantage in hydraulic systems utilizing pistons and
serves as a facile method to move large quantities of small solids, often referred to as fluid
bed movement. Integrating fluidic actuators, then, with sensors and distribution channels
offers the ability to process significant amounts of solid materials entrained in a fluid flow.
Mass production processing such as sorting, aerating, moving, drying, cooling, granulation,
and coating of thermally sensitive and insensitive particulates can be accomplished at a
commercial level using this fluid bed movement. Applications are integral to many fields
including petrochemical, petroleum, chemical, pharmaceutical, biochemical, environmental,
defense, and medical [1, 2].
1.1.1 Microfluidics
An extension of macro fluidics was made possible by the microelectromechanical
systems (MEMS) revolution. Miniaturized macro fluidics, microfluidics, has applications for
many small-particulate handling and processing systems as liquids and entrained particles
can be handled more precisely [3-5]. A completely integrated micro fluid handler inherently
has faster response times, smaller dead volumes, reduced sample sizes, and higher
throughputs. Flow can be sensed and controlled on the order of 1 pl/min, and devices can be
paired with microsensors to enable feedback control [6]. Higher precision sensing and
control will allow greater reliability and repeatability. Additionally, miniaturized flow
devices can be batch processed at a lower cost than the macro counterparts and are inherently
more portable.
The benefits of moving from the macro to micro fluid bed regimes have inspired
research in microflow components - actuators [7-9], valves [9-14], pumps [15-18], ducts
[19], mixers [20-22], switches [23, 24], sensors [25-29], and others such as heat-exchangers,
reactors, motors, and flow controllers. These building block components then are integrated
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to produce more complex systems such as microflow devices. Commercial applications of
microflow technology include industrial gas and liquid control systems, chemical analysis,
whole blood preparation systems, drug targeting, gene therapy, bioreactors, particle counting
and sorting, and inkjet printers [10, 22, 30-32].
Commercially successful, inkjet printing is based on the concept of using a resistor to
heat approximately 0.3% of the ink in a chamber [33, 34]. The heated ink vaporizes. The
expansion displaces surrounding ink, and some of the displaced ink is ejected out of the
printer nozzle. The ejected ink prints on a sheet of paper. As the vapor bubble collapses, a
vacuum is created that pulls the remaining ink back into the cartridge. The dots per inch
(dpi) resolution of a printer is determined by the size of the ejected droplet and the spacing
between nozzles in the array. Because the thermally formed bubble ejects the ink, inkjet
printers are often called bubble jet or thermal printers. Figure 1-1 illustrates ink ejecting
from a nozzle of an inkjet printer head.
Figure 1-1. Inkjet Printing. (Copyright of Hewlett-Packard Company; used with permission.)
The mechanism behind inkjet printing can be assorted as thermal actuation,
microbubble actuation (pBA), or the phenomenon of boiling. Compared with other actuation
technologies such as electromagnetic, electrostatic, thermal bimetallic, and piezoelectric,
pBA can be accomplished with a design that requires no mechanical moving parts and
relatively simple electronics [35]. pBA is not prone to mechanical failure resulting from
24
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fatigue and fabrication defects like other actuation techniques, and relatively low power
inputs generate large forces. Microbubbles can be nucleated in open or controlled
environments [3]. Further, as inkjet printing demonstrates, the pBA technology is scalable,
robust, and can be cost effective enough to be commercialized.
The same bubble mechanism used in inkjet printing was shown to be commercially
viable as an optical switch [36, 37]. Using the high-reflectivity bubble as a pseudo-mirror,
Agilent Technologies developed a printed circuit where multiple wave guides intersect at
critical cross points. The cross points contain fluids with the same optical characteristics as
the waveguide. A bubble nucleated at a cross point redirects the light along a new path,
switching information in a fast and reliable manner with no mechanical parts. Figure 1-2
depicts this optical bubble technology device, which was dubbed Champagne because of the
similarity between a thermally formed microbubble and the minute bubbles in a glass of
champagne. At the center of the image is the cross point, where light currently is being
redirected by a microbubble.
Figure 1-2. Optical Switching [361.
The development of integrated circuit (IC) technology led to the advent of extremely
smooth surfaces. With glabrous microscale geometries, research of boiling phenomena
moved from the more traditional mediums of meta saturated and meta cool liquid. Local
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bubble nucleation has been found to be a much more powerful process in the
microdimensions, as the potential to do work is greater. A large effort has been invested in
the study of the microscale mechanism of boiling phenomena - formation, dissipation, and
applications of thermally formed microbubbles [3, 34, 35, 38-53].
In addition to the largest commercial application of inkjet printing and the ongoing
research to improve the process, a pBA DNA ejection device, an extension of current inkjet
printing technologies, expels DNA creating a microarray for biological screening [54]. Other
potential applications for pBA-powered systems include fluid mixing for chemical analysis,
prime movers in micro steam engines, and integrated cooling for ICs. Additionally
improvements in bubble jet printing such as eliminating satellite ink drops [30, 31] and
increasing resolution by decreasing fluidic ejection volumes are current areas of focus in
pBA research.
pBA-based components such as micropumps, microdrop valves, flow controllers,
mixers, microinjectors, check-valves, filters, and diffusers are in the research and
development stages [44, 55, 56].
(a) (b) (c)
Figure 1-3. pBA-Based Components.
Figure 1-3 illustrates a portion of one pBA-based device and two pBA-based components.
The image in column (a) is a pair of microchannels. The forefront microchannel contains a
bubble that has been formed to temporarily stop the flow of fluid. A bubble in the
background microchannel initiates fluid flow by means of fluidic displacement. The
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component in (b) is a caricature of an inkjet printer nozzle, and a bubble-powered mixer is
shown in (c).
1.1.2 BioMEMS
Microfluidics and other subdivisions of MEMS research have resulted in commercial
applications ranging from bubble jet printers and later high-resolution inkjet-based color
printers to accelerometers for air bags in the automotive industry [57]. In tandem, a field of
MEMS coined Biological MEMS (BioMEMS) has emerged. BioMEMS devices have an
enormous global market and the potential to dramatically alter current health care practice
and research by serving as a supplement to current macro technologies.
The advantages of using MEMS in biology and medicine are vast [58]. MEMS mean
the ability to maintain small device size, allowing the use of microscale phenomenon such as
pBA. High surface-area-to-volume ratios enhance surface physical effects, such as heat
dissipation. Thus, greater temperatures can be obtained without the adverse heating effects
often encountered in the macro regime. Electronic integration can abate the overall device
size, increase electromagnetic compatibility, improve reliability between interconnections,
and potentially decrease production costs [57].
The "velocity" in units of cells or samples per second, throughput, is often the rate-
limiting factor in biological research. The number of samples that can be read on a
spectrophotometer or the number of cells that can be analyzed and sorted in a flow cytometer
in a given time determines, to a great extent, the amount of time required to perform an
assay. The high throughput potential of MEMS, processing samples in massive
parallelization on a micro scale, promises drastically faster analysis.
Small sample volumes increase the usability of each histological sample, decrease the
size requirement for medical diagnostics in which the sample material is scarce, reduce costs
per assay especially when expensive reagents are involved, and can be used to deliver more
precise dosages for chemotherapy and other treatments. Batch processing permits multitudes
of devices to be created as simply as one. Thus, batch processing is cost effective and
reduces device-to-device inconsistencies present in most macro construction. Geometrical
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control also allows interaction between tissues, cell, or other biological components to be
carefully regulated.
Small device size, high surface-area-to-volume ratio, electronic integration, high
throughput, small sample volume, batch processing, and geometrical control are some of the
advantages MEMS technology can offer biomedicine. Researchers predict that the medical
applications resulting from BioMEMS devices are a multi-billion dollar market [59]. Until
recently, however, the focus of MEMS research was toward industrial rather than medical
applications.
MEMS applications in biomedicine include sample handling using microdroplet
generators [60]. Microdroplet generators for biomedical and chemical sample handling for
mass spectrometry have been demonstrated by [61] and [62]. The objective of the devices is
to output liquid samples such as DNA or proteins in a controlled fashion that increases the
performance of the mass spectrometry system. A variation of microdroplet dispensers,
conceptually similar to the inkjet printing method, have been used by [63]. High-density
gene arrays were printed with 300 dpi resolution onto hybridization membranes and
hybridized with specific genes or total cDNA as probes. More complex microarrays could be
created to facilitate hybridization of larger quantities of genes.
Another application of microsystems in medicine is using biosensors in functional
assays ranging from receptor and ligand interaction characterization, toxicology, and
chemotherapeutic agent evaluation [64, 65]. Biosensors are also used for blood-gas
monitoring and in electrolyte sensing [66]. Information about physiological changes in
cultured cells can be obtained using microphysiometry, and cell flow characteristics have
been studied using microdevices. Drug targeting and gene therapy [32] as well as
implantable devices [59] are other uses of BioMEMS devices and systems. Implantable
devices, consisting of sensors and integrated processing electronics, could be used for
biotelemetry, providing medical practitioners additional information for diagnostics and
treatment.
Most biological applications of MEMS depend heavily on microfluidics. The
microdroplet ejectors spray sample volumes on the order of microliters. Biosensors to detect
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receptor ligand interaction are submerged in a fluidic medium. Blood-gas monitoring
systems draw microliters of blood, analyze the volume for gas content, and return the fluid to
the patient.
Because BioMEMS involves mircofluids, refining current microfluidic technology is
crucial to the advancement of BioMEMS devices and systems. To achieve higher precision
sensing and control micosystem devices, the fluid-bed movement of fluids and particles can
be studied and current methods of actuation and control can be developed further. With
fluidic components created with greater accuracy, higher levels of control and predictability
can be achieved, yielding results, devices, and systems that are more reliable, repeatable, and
robust.
1.2 Motivation
Thermal vapor microbubbles have been shown to be a low power input with high
work output fluidic actuation technique with applications in thermal bubble printing, as
prime movers in micro steam engines, and in other devices as components. While
microbubbles or pBA have been shown to do useful work, a method to control the nucleation
site of thermal bubbles, limit the number of nucleations on a resistor, and ensure bubble
dissipation in short time scales was still needed. In [67-70], such a method was presented.
The research objectives were controlled nucleation sites and short dissipation times. A
proof-of-concept device demonstrated that individual particulate sorting on a non-arrayed
basis was an additional process that could be performed in particulate fluid beds.
1.2.1 Microfabrication-based Dynamic Array Cytometer
While pBA has the potential for use in a variety of industries as well as in
biomedicine and medicine, a medical application offered an immediate challenge for which
controlled pBA might serve as a means of solution. This application of the individual
particulate sorting capability of microfluid beds corresponds to the long-term goal of the
microfabrication-based dynamic array cytometer (pDAC) project. The goal of the pDAC
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project is to create an arrayed dynamic cell analysis system that combines the concepts of
microscopy and flow cytometry [71].
Through microscopy, researchers can collect time responses of a small quantity of
cells. Sorting is time intensive and must be done on a cell-by-cell basis. Current flow
cytometry technology, a method for quantizing structural features of cells, allows researchers
to gather instantaneous responses of a large quantity of cells [72-74]. Cells in a
monodisperse suspension serially flow past a laser beam. Several parameters, such as
quantity of scattered light and emitted fluorescent light, are measured simultaneously for
each cell. Based on the instantaneous response, each cell then can be sorted via microfluidic
tubing into vials for assays. Figure 1-4 conceptually illustrates the cell analysis techniques of
microscopy and flow cytometry. In (a), the cells have been patterned in a microarray, formed
by creating hydrophobic and hydrophilic surfaces. In (b), a series of cells are being
processed in a flow cytometer. A photo detector shown at the bottom of the figure collects
the scattering and emission data from the analyzed cell.
7-7A4FV-7,r r 00 00
(a) (b)
Figure 1-4. Microscopy and Flow Cytometry.
A method of laser capture microdissection allows specified cell populations to be
selected rapidly from heterogeneous tissue [75]. Variations of the laser capture
microdissection method now are commercially available, giving researchers the ability to sort
cells from tissues or groups of cells. However, cells are destroyed in the process. Thus,
although the cell-by-cell analysis concept is well acknowledged in the literature, no reliable
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method of sorting live cells from a group of cells without causing cell damage or death
exists.
Melding microscopy, flow cytometry, and laser capture microdissection will enable
researchers to work with both large and small quantities of cells. Time responses can be
gathered instantaneously and over the course of minutes, hours, or days. Sorting can be
performed based on time and instantaneous responses, and throughput can be adjusted
depending on the amount of information the researcher wishes to gather per cell.
Additionally, the pDAC yields a greater signal-to-noise ratio than bulk assays that will
enable more detailed characterization. Thus, pDAC will allow researchers to gather
fluorescence data at a single cell level while tracking many cells over time and sorting the
cells based upon dynamic responses. Table 1-1 provides a summary comparison of
microscopy, flow cytometry, laser microdissection, and pDAC properties.
Table 1-1. Attribute Comparison of Microscopy, Flow Cytometry, and uDAC.
J Cell Analysis Method
Property Microscopy Flow Cytometry Laser Microdissection I!DAC
Quantity of cells Small Large Large Both
Response Over time Instantaneous Over time Both
Sorting Difficult Basic Advanced Advanced
Throughput Low High High High
Cell damage/death Yes Yes Yes No
1.2.2 Conceptual pDAC System
The pDAC design combines aspects of microscopy and flow cytometry to yield a
novel, useful cell analysis tool for researchers and scientists. Figure 1-5 illustrates the
conceptual pDAC system. The critical components include a: (1) fluidic system consisting
of input and output headers for bioparticulate and reagent injection and bioparticulate
collection; (2) microfabricated capture sites array that simultaneously handles on the order
of 105 particulates; (3) computerized optical system that enables fluorescence data to be
acquired on an individual particle basis; and (4) computerized control system programmed
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to respond to optical data acquired and selectively eject particulates displaying a given
intensity. Thus, this system will enable large particulate populations to be electronically and
physically sorted by intensity response in a manner currently not feasible with existing
technologies.
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Figure 1-5. Conceptual pDAC System [761.
1.2.3 pDAC Progress
Efforts toward a pDAC system were initiated using dielectrophoresis (DEP)
to trap and release cells. In [20, 21, 58, 71, 76-82], a method of particle position control
using DEP traps was demonstrated. Using DEP, the particle was captured in a potential well
and actively held during analysis by a high frequency alternating current (AC) field to
minimize the effects of potential difference across the cell membrane. Figure 1-6 contains
two scanning electron microscope (SEM) images of a DEP array. Image (a) is a zoom of a
single capture site. The cell would flow to the middle of the four gold posts. Trapped by the
potential well, the cell would remain until the AC field was turned off. SEM image (b) is an
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aerial capture of a single row array of DEP capture sites. A particle is shown captured in the
right, four-post potential well.
(a) (b)
Figure 1-6. Early DEP-Powered uDAC Efforts [771.
Early progress in the DEP concept inspired research in a second method of particle
position control, a method employing pBA. In pBA, the particle is captured in a capture site
or well by a pressure gradient. The particle then is actively released by ajet of fluid
displaced from the bubble chamber with the formation of a microbubble. The mechanism is
similar to that of inkjet printing. In [67-70, 83], we illustrated the proof-of-concept design of
a non-arrayed, pBA-driven realization of the pDAC project. The pBA proof-of-concept
device demonstrated that a particulate could be captured in a predetermined location, held
against the bulk fluid flow, and then actively sorted by pBA release into a specific fraction
reservoir.
1.2.4 pBA Device Concept
The pBA device concept is similar to other bubble-powered devices in that the
electronics are simple, and the power needed to operate the device is relatively low. A single
capture and release site is schematically depicted in Figure 1-7. In this illustration, the
particulate is a 10 gm bead. The particulate is captured with a pressure differential between
the bubble chamber and the input header in which the particles flow (illustrated as the surface
of the device). The backflow channel is utilized to ensure that the needed pressure gradient
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for successful capture is present. For the first generation of the device, the backflow port was
left open to atmosphere, providing a pressure base (atmospheric) in the bubble chamber.
The particle is captured in the capture well and held against the flow via the pressure
gradient and the geometry of the well. For scaling purposes, the particle depicted is 10 pm in
diameter. The capture well is 15 gm in width. The bubble jet channel is 5 pim in width. The
bubble chamber is 250 pm in width, and the platinum resistor is 100 pm in width.
Particle
Capture well
7 Bubble jet channel
Bubble chamber
-__-_-_Backflow channel
Platinum resistor
Figure 1-7. Early uBA Capture Site.
While captured, the particle could be analyzed for fluorescence data, optically
inspected for deformations or differentiation, and maintained for a length of time consistent
with the in-progress assay. After the needed data have been collected, a pulse of voltage is
applied across the platinum resistor in the bubble chamber which generates a current through
the resistor. The heat generated by the resistor creates a temperature field in the surrounding
water. At an etched cavity on the platinum resistor, a bubble nucleates. The bubble grows
rapidly within the bubble chamber. The bubble formation then displaces ajet of fluid that
jets through the bubble jet channel ejecting the captured particulate. The ejected particle is
entrained in the flow of the fluid, ready to be recaptured or, as a sorted particle, directed to an
awaiting reservoir. See Figure 1-8.
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(a)
(c)
(b)
(d)
Figure 1-8. Early pBA Capture and Release Schematic.
The first and second chip designs had a geometry consisting of two rows of resistive
heating elements. In the first, the resistors were line resistors. In the second, the resistors
were folded. Both designs used an out-of-plane etched cavity as the nucleation site. Each
row of resistors in both generations spans a width of approximately 8 cm. Each resistive
element could be utilized as a capture site. The upper layer silicon chip containing the etched
bubble chamber and capture well was bonded to the quartz resistor chip shown in Figure 1-9.
Each pair of platinum lines perpendicular to the long dimension of the chip represents the
pair of leads for a resistive heating element. The pictured chip contains resistors of different
geometries ranging in width from about 100 to 1000 gm. The package used to test the pBA
application is shown in Figure 1-10. Assembled, the first-generation package was
approximately 15 mm long by 8 mm wide and 12 mm high.
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Figure 1-9. Early pBA Fabricated Chip.
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Figure 1-10. First-Generation Package [681.
1.3 Objective
In previous work [67-70, 83], the pBA technique was shown to be capable of
nucleating a thermally formed microbubble at a specified location and dissipating that bubble
on a time scale of the order of seconds. Additionally, a proof-of-concept pBA-driven device
was shown to be capable of capturing a particle at a predetermined location, holding the
particle against the bulk flow, and releasing the particle at a chosen time. The next step in
the development of the pBA technology is to use the information gained from characterizing
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the microbubble formation properties and the first-generation piBA-driven device to design
arrayed ptBA-driven actuation technology. This can be accomplished in conjunction with the
goals of the pDAC project.
The main objective of this thesis is to demonstrate the feasibility of microbubble
actuation as an arrayed particulate actuation technology for active sorting in particulate fluid
beds. To accomplish this objective, (1) an arrayed pBA-driven device was designed and
fabricated, (2) the pIBA technology was tested and characterized in detail including over a
hundred in-plane and out-of-plane nucleation site geometries, and (3) technical guidelines for
pBA-based devices and systems are presented. Therefore, in the course of research, the first-
generation tBA for sorting technique was improved upon and further characterized while
developing an application device that has the potential to serve as a tool for the researcher
and scientist in the laboratory.
1.4 Scope
Chapter 1 provides an introductory background in the areas of microfluidics, pLBA,
BioMEMS, and the pDAC project. In Chapter 2, some of the theory relevant to a ptBA-based
device in industrial contexts is presented. Chapter 3 elucidates numerical and analytical
models of flows, forces, and fields affecting a ptBA-based system. Chapter 4 describes
fundamental parameters that influence design of a pBA device and the resulting device
design for the pDAC application. Other applications of the pBA-powered technology that
can be extrapolated from the pDAC design are discussed in the concluding sections. The
focus of Chapter 5 is to discuss experimental hypotheses, protocols, and results of chip
performance testing. The final chapter is dedicated to a discussion of the pBA chip
performance including a detailed comparison of in-plane and out-of-plane nucleation site
geometries, remaining problems and potential resolution for those problems, and suggestions
for the focus of future work and potential pBA applications.
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Chapter 2 Theoretical Properties of Microbubbles
The underlying mechanism of pBA-based devices and systems, the thermal vapor
microbubble, can be examined with bubble nucleation theory. Understanding the nucleation,
growth, and dissipation cycle of a bubble enables the system parameters affecting the cycle
to be determined. In turn, the system parameters can be chosen specifically to facilitate
preferred nucleation and dissipation characteristics for pBA-based devices and systems.
2.1 Vapor Bubbles
2.1.1 Pool Boiling
For pBA-based devices and systems, a thermal vapor microbubble is formed on a
wire, which serves as a heating surface. Referred to as boiling in heat and mass transfer
literature, this process of forming a bubble on a heated surface is primarily a convectional
process involving heat transfer from liquid to vapor [1, 2]. Industrial applications of boilers
form bubbles in at least two distinct contexts - pool boiling and forced-convection boiling.
Pool boiling is considered the simpler of the two processes and is the employed method for
[tBA.
In pool boiling, the plate or wire serving as the heating surface is submerged in
stagnant liquid at saturation temperature Tsat. Natural convection transfers heat from the
heating surface at temperature T, to the adjacent liquid as long as
Tw > Tsa (2-1)
and the difference between temperatures AT is within a few degrees. For pBA-based devices
and systems, the liquid is often distilled water or, in the case of optical applications such as
Champagne, a fluid with specifically chosen optical characteristics. The wire is present in
the liquid at Tsa,. A voltage is applied to the wire, which acts as resistor, and the wire heats to
the temperature T,.
Figure 2-1 illustrates a typical boiling curve for a horizontal wire heated electrically
in a pool of distilled water at atmospheric pressure with a corresponding saturation
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temperature of 373.1 K. The heat flux q is plotted against the excess temperature AT. The
boiling curve has been divided into five regimes - pure convection, individual bubble, slugs
and columns, transition boiling, and stable film boiling.
Onset of boiling
Pure convection, heat Nucleate
transfered by 7 boiling regime
superheated liquid Slugs
rising to the and
liquid-vapor interface Individual columns Transiton
where evaporation bubble regime /
takes place rgimeC
2---f3- 45-
1.0 Maximum heat flux-- -
0.8
S 0.6
0.4
Minimum heat flux
0.2
0
0 1 10 100 1000 10.000
AT, (K)
Figure 2-1. Boiling Regimes [2].
In [3, 4], we demonstrated operation of a ptBA-powered device in the second regime. In the
individual bubble regime, q increases rapidly with an increase in surface temperature and
formation of bubbles at nucleation sites, nucleate boiling, occurs.
2.1.2 Heterogeneous Nucleation
The bubble formation process either can be homogeneous, occurring in the liquid, or
heterogeneous, occurring at the liquid-solid interface. The pBA-devices employ
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heterogeneous nucleation where bubbles form at suitable nucleation sites when TW is greater
than Tsa. Nucleation occurs in the superheated liquid at defects in the heating surface such as
pits, grooves, crevices, and other imperfections created during surface manufacture. Too
small to admit liquid because of surface tension, the defects trap small amounts of gas and
serve as vapor bubble nucleation sites.
2.1.3 Growth and Dissipation Mechanisms
Liquid adjacent to the newly formed bubble provides thermal energy to vaporize
more liquid at the liquid-vapor interface, stimulating bubble growth. The bubble grows
rapidly, displacing equivalent volumes of liquid upward. The growth rate decreases
dramatically when the top of the bubble extends beyond the layer of superheated liquid,
where the thermal energy per unit volume is less. At the point that the bubble extends far
into the cooler fluid, more heat is lost by evaporation and convection than is provided by
conduction. With the inertial forces depleted, the bubble collapses, and cooler liquid flows
into the newly vacated volumes. The microconvection currents flow over the defect
effectively resetting the site for another nucleation.
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(a)
(d) (e)
(b) (C)
(f)
Figure 2-2. Bubble Cycle and Induced Flow Patterns [2].
Figure 2-2 illustrates the individual bubble cycle and the microflow patterns induced
by the bubble formation, growth, and dissipation in a subcooled boiling liquid. In (a), the
heating surface temperature T,, and the temperature of the liquid shrouding the heating
surface are greater than Tsa,. The temperature of the interface between the liquid shrouding
the heating surface and the ambient liquid is equal to T,, and the ambient liquid is at a
temperature less than Ts,. A small quantity of vapor can be seen trapped at the nucleation
site. The bubble grows and is seen in (b) moving the heating liquid and ambient liquid
interface upward, as denoted with arrows illustrating the direction of higher temperature
liquid motion. The top of the bubble has broken into ambient temperature liquid in (c).
After the inertial forces have dissipated (d), bubble collapse begins as cooler liquid flows into
the vacated bubble volume. Cool water floods the nucleation site, reinitiating the process [1,
2, 5-7].
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2.2 System Parameters Affecting Vapor Bubble Formation
The vapor bubble formation process can be affected by system parameters. By
specifically choosing the parameters to employ in p.BA-based technology, preferred
nucleation and dissipation characteristics can be facilitated. For example, the excess
temperature AT at which vapor bubbles nucleate, depicted on the boiling curve as the
interface between the convection and individual boiling regimes, depends on the system.
This system variation, often described in the literature with the empirical constant Cab,
depends on the combined nature of a heating surface and pool of liquid. Surface texture,
wettability, contamination, heater geometry, system pressure, and heat flux application are
some of the system parameters that effectively can shift the boiling curve left or right [2, 8].
The shift in the boiling curve corresponds to a physical decrease or increase in the needed
AT, where
AT, oc Cb (2-2)
2.2.1 Surface Properties
According to [9], surface texture is the pattern of a surface that deviates from the
nominal surface by structural deviations. Deviations may include repetitive or random
roughness, which includes irregularities from the surface production process; waviness, lay,
which is the direction of the predominant surface pattern; and flaws, which are unwanted
interruptions in the typical topography. The real surface consists of the surface area, or
peripheral skin of the surface, that serves as the boundary between the surface and
surrounding medium. The standard parameter of real surface roughness is the arithmetic
mean roughness value Ra, defined as
Ra = | JIZ( y)Idz (2-3)
0
where L is the sampling length. A large Ra corresponds to a large number of nucleation sites
at a given temperature, which effectively shifts the boiling curve left. Thus,
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C -- (2-4)R,
For surfaces with very small R values such as virgin MEMS substrates, boiling
literature suggests machining cavities to serve as active nucleation sites [10, 11]. A small
range of cavity sizes and geometries can form suitable sites. The cavity must have sharp
enough edges to trap gases and a radius r, that corresponds to an active nucleation site radius
for the superheat temperature. The surface superheat for a given r, can be calculated with
2r-,,TAT = (2-5)hfgP(-
where a, is the surface tension of the liquid-vapor interface, hfg is the latent heat of
vaporization, and p, is the saturated vapor density. Equation 2-5 has been shown to have
reasonable agreement with experimental data for small cavity radii on the order of 10-100
pm [10, 11]. Additionally, cavity depth is a relevant factor, where deeper cavities provide
greater seeds for nucleation and are more effective [3, 4].
(a) (b) (c)
Figure 2-3. Effect of Surface Wettability on Contact Angle [2].
Surface wettability is a measure of the contact angle 6 between the heating surface
and bubble. Figure 2-3 demonstrates this relationship. A non-wetted surface (a) has a very
large contact angle. As the surface becomes partially wetted (b), the contact angle decreases.
A totally wetted surface (c) has the smallest contact angle.
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The heat transfer between the heated surface and the bubble is most efficient when
the minimum surface area between the real surface and the bubble is in contact. Thus, a
totally wetted surface is the most favorable condition for effective heat transfer, where
1
C, oc- (2-
However, [12] have shown that increasing the wettability of a surface decreases the number
of effective nucleation sites. Further, [13] developed a gas-vapor entrapment criterion for
cavities present by defect or machined on a surface. A cavity will successfully trap gas and
vapor if
9 > '/' (2- 7)
where V/w is the angle between the side wall of the cavity and the heating surface as depicted
in Figure 2-4.
Figure 2-4. Gas Entrapment Criterion.
Surface contamination changes the properties of the boiling surface. Slow chemical
reactions between the heating surface and dissolved gases or electrolytes in the liquid can
lead to corrosion. Deposition of foreign matter from the liquid can deactivate existing
nucleation sites, while activating new ones. Further, matter can change the wettability of the
surface, often shifting the boiling curve right.
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2.2.2 System Properties
Heater geometries can be numerous combinations and permutations of linear and
serpentine resistors on horizontal, vertical, or sloped surfaces. Differences between
horizontal and vertical heater geometries have been shown to have an effect on heat transfer
[8]. However, in plane, the geometric shape of the heating surface is reported to have no
appreciable effect on the nucleate boiling mechanism [2].
The pressure P under which the vapor bubble nucleates is related to the incipient
superheat [8]. A system at a higher pressure has a lower superheat. Hence,
Cnb 0c - (2-8)P
The boiling curve can also be affected by the heat flux application. For metal
resistors submerged in liquid, an electrical current can be applied in a steady state or transient
manner. For exponential times less than one second, [14] have shown that heat flux
increases as exponential time decreases.
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Chapter 3 Flows, Forces, and Fields
For sensitive particulates in fluid beds, numerical and analytical models can be
developed to examine the flows, forces, and fields of the system. Critical heat flow issues
include heat transfer from the nucleation site at the boundary between substrate and fluid to
the fluid containing the particulates. The ejection force on a particulate given a range of
realizable geometries, and the electromagnetic field generated from the pulse of current
through the resistor will also be examined.
3.1 In-Plane Heat Flow
Two resistor geometries have been shown to effectively nucleate individual thermal
vapor microbubbles - linear and serpentine [1-6]. The linear resistor has an in-plane
nucleation site formed by narrowing the resistor at its midpoint. The serpentine resistor
utilizes an out-of-plane machined cavity nucleation site. Finite difference models of both
geometries without nucleation sites were developed to predict the steady state in-plane
temperature distribution along the heating elements [5, 6]. Figure 3-1 illustrates top view
diagrams of the linear (a) and serpentine (b) geometries. The linear resistor is 100 pm long
by 10 p m wide, and the serpentine resistor is 650 p m long by 10 pm wide.
60 sm-- 100 gm -+60 pm
220 gm
(a)
60 pm-++80 pm-+60 pm+
+210 pm -
(b)
Figure 3-1. pBA-Based Components.
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3.1.1 Finite-Difference Model of Steady Conduction
To model the temperature distribution across the plane of the resistor, the in-plane
temperature distribution, an in-plane steady state conduction model of the geometries shown
in Figure 3-1 with a finite control volume Ax by Ay by height Az is constructed. The finite
control volume is illustrated in Figure 3-2 [7]. A coordinate pair (m, n) describes the node,
and compass directions designate element faces.
Figure 3-2. Finite Control Volume [7].
A rate form of the first law of thermodynamics
dT
dt
applied to the finite control volume reduces to
0= Q+Q
(3-1)
(3-2)
where pm is the mass density, V is the volume of the system, T is temperature, Q is the rate of
heat transfer into the system, and Q, is the rate of heat generated within the system. The
heat transfer into the system can be separated into the conduction across the four faces -
denoted by the cardinal directions N, E, S, and W- of the control volume, where
0=-QN XE +YS +XW +AO
2 M 21h
!1 a
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Following the standard positive sign convention of heat transfer into the system, the heat
transfer for each face is
Y IN =-K- a AXAz (3-4)8 Y N
QE =-Kc aT AyAz (3-5)
aT
OT
0Q1iW = -K- a Ay&z (3-.7)
ax E 1(35
If a linear temperature gradient between nodes (m-1, n) and (m,n) is assumed,
aT T,+ - 1'H(38
-VN Ay(-8
aT "i;,n -, Tn(-9
aXE Ax (9
@ T -T
A-y~(3-10)
OY s Ay
aT T, -T,,
--- (3-11)
The heater transfer at each face becomes
= T T x (3-12)QyIN K Ay m ~xz(-2
Tni -TQxIE= "+I~ Ax T""AyAz (3-13)
sI 
- AxM (3-14)OY is Ay
Trn1 7& -T AyA (3-15)
w AX
where T is the temperature at a node designated with indices denoting x and y locations. K is
the thermal conductivity of the material through which the heat conducts.
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The internally generated heat A0, can be written as
AQ, = QAxAyAz (3-16)
where , is the volumetric heat source. A boundary condition was determined using the
characteristic time equation
8, = c-t (3-17)
where 6, is the temperature penetration depth, aQ is the thermal diffusivity of quartz, and t is
the characteristic time or duration of heat application. Using the values a2 = 5.3 x 1 06 m
2/s
and t = 10 ms yields a bt of approximately 230 pm. The boundary condition calculated in
Equation 3-17 was one of prescribed temperature, where the temperature at 6, is 295 K.
Discretizing into 5 pm by 5 gm control areas and letting 6,= 230 Am, nodal meshes
were constructed for both resistor geometries. Figure 3-3 shows the meshes for linear (a) and
serpentine (b) resistor geometries, employing intrinsic adiabatic lines of symmetry.
Adiabatic
*T * -
T(0,0)
( 0.235) T - T(2.23)-
Adiabatic I-
T(.0 ) T tIIILIITLTII 11
(O,-233) (280,-235) T(O.-280) (285,-280)
(a) (b)
Figure 3-3. Nodal Meshes for Steady Conduction in Resistor Geometries.
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3.1.2 Numerically Simulated Temperature Distributions
To numerically solve the Poisson equation, a MATLAB® script was written using the
equation
G-T=P (3-18)
in vector-matrix notation where G is a diagonally dominant pentdiagonal conductance
matrix, T is a temperature matrix, and P is a power matrix [8]. When expanded, the equation
becomes
where G is of the form
1
-GlQ
0
G 0
0
0
0
4G 
7 T-
T2
T "-
TN-I
L TN
= AyAxAtP
-0
0
0
-0
0
-G n 0 -GnQ
4G n
-G np
-G 0 -GQ
0
4GQ
0
(3-19)
0
0
0
0
-GQ
1
(3-20)
and G , and Gn. are thermal conductances of platinum and quartz, respectively, between
nodes in direction n : n = x, y; T is the temperature at node i: i = 1,2,...,N-1, N; Ax, Ay, and
Az are the mesh spacings; and P is the power density.
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G,,,, is defined as
G , = (3-21)
where Rn,, is the thermal resistance of platinum between nodes in the n directions and has the
values
-x,= A (3-22)KcAyAz
R = (3-23)
with Kprepresenting the thermal conductivity of platinum. With identical mesh spacing in
the n directions, Equation 3-22 and Equation 3-23 become
Rxp, = R, = R, = (3-24)
With Az = I kA and the Kp, = 71.6 W/m-K at 295 K, Gn,, = 7.2 x 10-6 Siemens.
During device fabrication, a thin titanium layer is deposited beneath the thicker layer
of platinum for adhesion reasons. The effect of the titanium on the thermal resistance of the
metal layer can be calculated. With equal mesh spacing in the n directions, Gn, is defined as
G"= R -K = (3-25)
-Ti
where R,,, is the thermal resistance of titanium between nodes in the n directions and KT is
the thermal conductivity of titanium. Using the values Az = 0.1 kA and KTi = 8.4 W/m-K at
295 K, G,,n = 8.4 x 10-8 Siemens.
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Platinum
Titanium
K r,
5 PM
Cross Section A-A,
'--
Electrical Circuit
Analogy
(b) (C)
Figure 3-4. Composite Conduction in Resistor Geometries.
Figure 3-4 shows the serpentine resistor (a) composed of an upper layer of platinum
and a lower layer of titanium. This composite becomes apparent when examining cross
section A-A' (b). The parallel thermal paths can be converted to thermal or electrical circuits
(c) with resistances or conductances. Summing the individual conductances between nodes
in the n directions simplifies the conductance circuit. As
G , +GnT, = Gnp, (3-26)
the effect of the titanium layer can be disregarded for first-order modeling purposes.
Similarly, GnQ is defined as
Q = I=QAZ
flQ
(3-27)
where RQ is the thermal resistance of quartz between nodes in the n directions. KQ is the
thermal conductivity of quartz. With Az = 1 kA and KQ = 10.4 W/m-K at 295 K,
GflQ = 1.04 x 10-6 Siemens.
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Figure 3-5 illustrates the theoretically calculated steady conduction temperature
profile for a linear resistor. For this temperature distribution, the surface is considered to be
composed entirely of quartz as per [4, 5]. Meaning, the value of G,,, in Equation 3-20 is set
equal to the value of G,, . The temperature profile is symmetric about the resistor and has a
maximum value of< 490 K. As 295 K is set as ground - room temperature - for the
system, the change in temperature at the resistor is about 200 K.
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Figure 3-5. Temperature Distribution in Linear Resistor with Gp, G.
The results of Figure 3-5 are based on the assumption that G,,, = G,,. As
G, >GQ >> G, (3-28)
a more accurate model can be determined by taking into account G,, and Gl,, . The resulting
temperature distribution in the linear resistor with Gl,, GflQ is shown in Figure 3-6. In kind
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to Figure 3-5, the temperature profile is symmetric about the resistor. The maximum
temperature is less than 470 K, which is about 20 K cooler than the results illustrated in
Figure 3-5. The cooler maximum temperature in the model is due to the higher conductivity
of platinum. With 295 K set as ground for the system, the change in temperature at the
resistor is about 180 K.
450,- - 420
400_ 400
350 380
300, 360
250 340
300
200 300
100 ''0 0 320
0 200
-100 150
-200 - 50 100 300
Position (,ur) 
-300 0 Position ( mn)
Figure 3-6. Temperature Distribution in Linear Resistor with Gn 96 GO
Figure 3-7 depicts the simulated in-plane temperature distribution for a serpentine
resistor with a surface modeled to be entirely quartz in composition. Meaning, the value of
G, in Equation 3-20 was set equal to the value of Gn . The temperature profile is
symmetric about the serpentine resistor and has a maximum value of < 1,250 K. As 295 K is
set as ground, the change in temperature at the resistor is < 1,000 K.
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Figure 3-7. Temperature Distribution in Serpentine Resistor with Gp, = G.
The resulting temperature distribution in the serpentine resistor also is calculated for
G, # GQ and is shown in Figure 3-8. In kind to Figure 3-7, the temperature profile is
symmetric about the serpentine resistor. The maximum temperature is less than 1,150 K,
which is about 100 K cooler than the results in Figure 3-7. Again, the cooler maximum
temperature in the model is due to the higher conductivity of platinum. As 295 K is set as
ground for the system, the change in temperature at the resistor is less than 1,000 K.
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Figure 3-8. Temperature Distribution in Serpentine Resistor with Gp1  GQ&
Steady conduction, in-plane modeling has demonstrated a variation in temperature
distribution according to the resistor geometry, surface area, and resistance of the resistor.
The geometrically influenced temperature distribution is most evident in Figure 3-8 where
the broader overall shape of the serpentine resistor can be seen in the contour plot. Similarly,
the linear resistor is evident in the contour plot in Figure 3-6. The effect of total resistor
surface area and resistance is manifest when comparing the maximum temperatures in Figure
3-5 with Figure 3-7 and comparing the maximum temperatures in Figure 3-6 with Figure 3-8.
The greater surface area and greater resistance serpentine resistor has a higher temperature
peak than the lower-resistance linear resistor due to a constant distribution in power density
for each node of the resistor in Equation 3-19.
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The results of the in-plane heat flow modeling support the conclusion that both
G,, and GQ are crucial. Including both conductances yields more accurate temperature
profiles, as shown in Figure 3-6 and Figure 3-8. However, the in-plane modeling does not
take into account heat transfer down into the quartz substrate or up into the body of fluid
covering the resistor. Including heat loss to the quartz and fluid would reduce the
temperatures in the in-plane profiles for all four figures.
3.2 Out-of-Plane Heat Flow
For heat sensitive particulates in fluid beds, a second critical issue is the heat transfer
from the nucleation site to the height of the fluid where the particulates are detained. The
out-of-plane heating effect of the thermal microbubble actuation technique on the
surrounding fluid and particulates in the fluid bed can be modeled using analytical
techniques. Assuming thermal properties are independent of position and temperature and
isothermal surfaces be planes parallel toy = 0, analytical solutions to the equation of linear
conduction of heat can be developed to model the early transient response of the device to the
temperature change at the quartz-fluid interface. The derivation and resultant solutions are
similar to those presented in [9, 10].
The equation of linear flow of heat is
a2T la _T
2 = 0 (3-29)ay, a at
where T is temperature, a is thermal diffusivity of the body, and t is time. First order
solutions to Equation 3-29 for the linear and serpentine resistors may be one-dimensional as
L >> W (3-30)
for both resistors, where L is the length of the resistor and W is the width of the resistor.
Figure 3-9 illustrates top view diagrams of the linear (a) and serpentine (b)
geometries and the compound solid (c) to be modeled consisting of the quartz, quartz-fluid
interface, and the water (H 20). The quartz substrate height HQ is 650 pm. The interface
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height H is on the order of 1 kA. And, the maximum water height Hw, determined by device
design, is 300 pm. As
HQ > H, >> H (3-31)
the height of the interface can be neglected for first order modeling.
H 20
STr aw Kx, PW
-A -A interface
IQuartz
- - - ~ ~ 1TQ acKQPQ
+ A' + A' 5 p
Top View Top View Cross Section A-A'
(a) (b) (c)
Figure 3-9. Schematic Diagram for Transient Out-of-Plane Conduction.
3.2.1 Analytical Model of Transient Conduction
In the infinite region -oo < y < oo with the initial condition that
T = f(y): t =0 (3-32)
a particular integral T,(y,t) which satisfies Equation 3-29 is
T,(y,t)= e- '''4a (3-33)
Meaning, when Tp(y,t) is substituted into Equation 3-29 and simplified with
U- (y, 4 (Y -A e-y')' 4 cd (3-34)
tv 4a-iJa
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82T,(y,t) 2at - y' + 2yy' - (y') 14a
2 8a2t2 e (3-35)
&T,(y,t ) 2at - y' + 2yy' - (y')2 (3
at 8at2V - (3-36)
the result is
0 = 0 (3-37)
which shows that T,(yt) is a particular integral of the equation of linear flow of heat.
The linear combination of any number of integrals is an integral of the linear
combination of the functions. Thus, T can be written as a sum of any number of particular
integrals, where
T = f(y')e-(Y-y')2 ' 4ady' (3-38)
If the integral is convergent, T satisfies the equation of linear flow of heat. Setting
y'= y + 2{Va (3-39)
Equation 3-39 becomes
T = f- + 2f{-}df (3-40)
Taking the limit as t -+ 0,
fy + 2 Va}= f(y) (3-41)
as long as the function is continuous. The limiting value of the integral then is
j f(y)e df = f y) (3-42)
Therefore, the temperature in the infinite solid due to the initial condition is
T = f(y')e-YY2 ' 4"'dy' (3-43)
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With the initial condition of Equation 3-29, the solution in the semi-infinite regime
where 0 <y < oo, y = 0 may be deduced from that of the infinite solid. For the infinite solid,
the assumption was that the solid continued on the negative side of the plane y = 0, with
initial temperatures for y' >0 off(y') at y' and -f(y') at -y'. Thus, the temperature at the
plane y = 0 will remain at zero. Therefore,
T = f(y')e-(Y-'' /4"'dy' + - f((3y)e-,'-.'''4"'dy'.44)
2 rat 
-0
which simplifies to
T= J fy)-'' ' - e-''~ '4"' y (3-45)
Assuming a constant initial temperature T and setting
y'= y + 2 t (3-46)
in the first part of the integral and
y' =-y +2 c (3-47)
in the second, Equation 3-44 becomes
T = e d= e dg 3.gT -T r 7d ( -48)
_ - y / 2 -f - 0
The error function is defined as
erf(x) = =e d-49)
Letting x = y/2Ja
T = Toerf (3-50)
The resulting temperature then depends on the dimensionless parameter
y
2V5 (3-5 1)
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These results can be used to determine temperatures at different times and locations
in the semi-infinite solid. Further, the rate of cooling at pointy is
aT _T 
_y' p4ae
8t 2 ; (3-52)
and the temperature gradient at y is
- Ty (3-53)
O i v~at
For an initial temperature of zero and a boundary y = 0 at constant temperature T, the
solution becomes
T = T 1- erfY = Terfc Y (3-54)2rat 2V-
For a situation of constant flux q, applied to the system per unit time per unit area at
y = 0, the flux q is defined as
8Tq -K- (3-55)Oy
where , is the thermal conductivity of the body. The flux must satisfy a similar differential
equation as T where
a
2 q I18q=0
O,2 K8t - (3-56)
fory> 0 and t> 0. From Equation 3-54, a solution that satisfies the differential equation is
for constant flux of heat qc at y = 0 is
q = qeerfc 2 (3-57)
A property of the error function is that
inerfc(x)= Ji"-erfc() d (3-58)
0
where
ioerfc(x) = erfc(x) (3-59)
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Writing ierfc(y) instead of ilerfc(y) for brevity and integrating by parts yields
1 x2
ierfc(x)= e' - x -erfc(x) (3-60)
From Equation 3-57 and by the properties of error functions,
T = ferfc dy (3-61)
By Equation 3-58, Equation 3-61 becomes
2qlat yT =_2 q Vla ierfc (3-62)
K 2 (3-62
The solution for the infinite composite solid where the region y > 0 is of one
substance with properties Yi and a,, y < 0 is of another substance with properties r2 and a2,
and the plane of separation is y = 0 may be deduced from that of the semi-infinite solid. The
boundary conditions are that the flux applied to the system must equal the fluxes into the two
regions where
aT aT2
rC +K 2  -q, (3-63)
and that
T, = T2 : y = 0,t > 0 (3-64)
where T, is the temperature in the region y > 0 and T2 is the temperature in the region y < 0.
From Equation 3-62,
T, = ierfc :y > 0 (3-65)
KC 2a t
T2 = a erfc :y<O (3-66)
K 2  2 a 2 t
where q, and q2 are unknown constants that can be determined by evaluating the boundary
conditions at y = 0. From the boundary condition in Equation 3-64,
TIy=O = T21y=o (3-67)
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Therefore,
q,}a q2 a2 (3-68)
Additionally, from the boundary condition in 3-63,
q, +q 2 =q, (3-69)
Solving for q, and q2 yields the equations
q= (3-70)
KC1 ±Ft K 2 a
qLK2 J
q2 (3-71)
Substituting into Equation 3-65 and Equation 3-66 results in
T, - 2q, Fa 2t ierfc 2 :y>O (3-72)/C Ia + C'2 ct 2 atz
2q, a a 2t y|
T2 = ierfc :y>O (3-73)
,,, r.2 IC Va, 2 ati
which solves the equation of linear flow of heat for a compound semi-infinite solid fory > 0
and y < 0 with an initial temperature of zero and constant heat application qc at the y = 0
plane for t > 0. The solutions can be modified to model the regions after the heat flux ceased
at time t. Given that the heat flux is terminated at tq, the solutions for t > t q are
T 2qc jaa 2  [-ierfc y - t q -ierfc y y >0 (3-74)
-CI 2 + 1C 2Jra [ 2a at 21aaj(t -t jQ ~ 0 (3.4
2qc Fara 2  F IY
T =t -ierfc - t - t -ierfc :y<0 (3-75)
K + K 2 [ 2 a 2t 2 a2(ttq)
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3.2.2 Analytically Simulated Temperature Distributions
Let the quartz-water interface be at y = 0 with quartz at y < 0 and water at y > 0. The
temperature in the quartz is TQ fory < 0, and the temperature of the water is Tw fory > 0. At
the quartz-water boundary, the temperatures must be the same in both materials, meaning
TQ = T:y = 0, t > 0 (3-76)
Additionally, the heat flux applied to the system at constant rate qc per unit time per unit area
must equal the sum of the heat fluxes into the quartz and water. Thus,
KQ +KW-=qc (3-77)
where KQ and Kw are the thermal conductivities of quartz and water.
The temperature distribution in the quartz-water composite solid may be solved using
linear semi-infinite solid theory as long as the conditions of the problem are such that the
compound semi-infinite solid assumption is valid. For the quartz to be suitably modeled as a
semi-infinite solid,
£IQ < H (3-78)
where t,Q is the penetration depth into the quartz substrate. Similarly, for the water to be
accurately modeled in the semi-infinite solid domain,
9,, < Hw (3-79)
where 9,, is the temperature penetration depth into water.
According to Equation 3-72 and Equation 3-73, the solutions to the linear conduction
of heat in a compound semi-infinite solid for the prescribed boundary conditions are
2q, ca al t 
. IyI
T = ierfc :y<O (3-80)KC, cx~w +Kiw a, 2 ct_,t
2q~ a a xt y__T K = 2cW +KW2 terfc :y > 0 (3-81)
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The modified solutions to model the quartz-water system at a time after the heat flux ceased
at tq are, per Equation 3-74 and Equation 3-75,
2q, ja y |y 1
TQ = Q cW + -ierfc 2 -t - .ierfc 2 Y <0 (3-82)
2q, aaW K w ierfc - t-tq .ierfc 1 :y>O
/CQ24a~w+ KW]j [a 2 cxwt 2 a XwtQ)Q (3-83)
A MATLABO script was written to graphically plot the temperature profiles as
functions of the distance y from the interface at y = 0. The heat flux qc is defined as
P
C = ASA (3-84)
where AsA is the surface area of the resistor. P, the power of the resistor, is defined as
V 2P =1 2R = (3-85)
R
In Equation 3-85, I is current, V represents the voltage applied to the resistor, and R is the
resistance of the resistor. Using typical serpentine resistor values from [2, 4, 6] of
R = 93.63 9, AsA = 8.53 x 109 m2 , and V=5V,qc=3.13 x 107 W/m 2.
Figure 3-10 illustrates the calculated analytical solutions to the linear conduction of
heat equations. The solutions depict temperature as a function of distance from the interface
at y = 0 into the quartz for y <0 and into the water for y > 0. The solutions were plotted in 1
ms steps to facilitate inspection of the heating of the quartz, water, and interface as a function
of time. At 5 ms, the heat application was stopped. Thus, tq= 5 ms.
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Figure 3-10. Heating Out-of-Plane Temperature Profile for Fixed q.
Figure 3-11 depicts the cooling of the quartz, water, and interface from the time of
cessation of the heat application at 5 ms. The solid line is the temperature profile at 5 ms, as
seen in Figure 3-10. The dashed lines represent the cooling temperature profiles in 10 ms
steps beginning with t = 10 ms. The dotted line represents the temperature profile at 1 s, after
the system has cooled for 995 ms.
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Figure 3-11. Cooling Out-of-Plane Temperature Profile for Fixed q,.
To simulate resistors of varying length, q, is calculated for resistors of R = 10 - 100 92
where R is defined as
L
R = pe, (3-86)
and where p, is the electrical resistivity of platinum. Using values L = 30 - 900 gm,
W= 10 pm, H= 1 kA, and pp, = 10.6 x 108 Q-m, resultant values of qc are
q, = 3 x 10 7 - 4 x 10 9 W/m2. Table 3-1 contains the calculated analytical solutions to the
linear conduction of heat equations for varying qc. The displayed data corresponds to the
change in temperature AT at a distance ofy = 300 gm, which corresponds to a point in the
water 300 pm from the heat source.
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Table 3-1. Change in Temperature aty = 300 umfor Variable q.
Change in Temperature (AT) at 300 pm from Heat Source (K)
Heat Flux (W/m 2) It=5ms =1 m t.=20ms t, =30ms t,=40ms 0 Ms
1 X 10 7  0.13 3.07 21.68 48.98 79.20 110.14
5 x 107 0.63 15.35 108.42 244.88 396.01 550.69
1 x 108 1.30 30.70 216.80 489.80 792.00 1101.40
5 x 108 6.30 153.50 1084.20 2448.80 3960.10 5509.60
I x 109 13.00 307.00 2168.00 4898.00 7920.00 11014.00
5 x 109 63.00 1535.00 10842.00 24488.00 39601.00 55096.00
The results of the out-of-plane heat flow modeling demonstrate that the resistor
geometry and heat flux application largely affect the temperature change at the particulate.
However, in kind to the in-plane modeling, the out-of-plane modeling does not take into
account some heat transfers. The heat transfer across the plane of the heat source and along
the quartz substrate is neglected. Including this heat loss through the quartz and limiting the
length of the resistor would reduce the temperatures in the in-plane profiles for all illustrated
pictures and temperature calculations depicted in Table 3-1.
3.3 Ejection Force
Stokes flow, creeping flow, is used to generate a first order calculation of the ejection
force applied to the particle and is compared with the force of gravity on the particle [3, 8,
11]. For the presumed Stokes flow to be valid, the regime must be characterized by a
Reynolds number Re < 1, with
PfU LU
Re = = (3-87)
pu p
where p,. is the mass density of the fluid, L is the characteristic length for the problem, U is
the mean flow velocity, p is the viscosity of the fluid, and p * is the kinematic viscosity of the
fluid. In MEMS devices, Re < 1 which means that viscous, rather than inertial, forces tend to
dominate. The modeling can be initiated by assuming Re < 1, and the validity of the a priori
decision can be verified later in the calculation.
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Figure 3-12. Schematic Diagram for Particle Ejection Force.
Figure 3-12 illustrates the top view of a cylindrical 15 gm capture well holding a 10
pm particle against the bulk fluid flow (a), the A-A' cross section of the capture well (b), and
a simplified electrical circuit analogy of the mechanical effect of the formation of a vapor
microbubble assuming no bulk or inlet flow (c). Rpi, is a lumped element model of
Poiseuille flow and is defined as
AP
R,,i = -
L (3-88)
where AP is a pressure drop between two points along a pipe of length L. The pressure drop
is related to the flow Q by
(3-89)AP = W3 Q
where W is the width of the channel and H is the height of the channel. For a circular cross
section, the flow rate Q is
(3-90)Q = ;uK32p
where rch is the channel radius, and K is the pressure gradient defined as
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AP
K=- L(3-91)L
Solving for Rpis yields
R =32 pLis = 4 (3-92)
In Figure 3-12, R,,, is the lumped element model of Poiseuille fluidic through the
fluidicjet. Similarly, Rp, and R, are the lumped models of the fluidic inlet and outlet,
respectively. Inserting the values for the viscosity of water y = I x 10 3 kg/m-s, the pipe
lengths L;= 40 pm and Li,= L0 u,= 250 pm, and the radii of the pipes ri = 3 pm into Equation
3-92 yields Rjj,= 5.0 x 1015 Q and R,, = RO,, = 3.1 x 10 6 n.
As previously discussed in Section 2.1.3, a forming bubble grows rapidly and
displaces an equivalent volume of liquid. Thus, for first order modeling purposes, the bubble
formation process can be assumed to be a volume displacement process, and the flow rate
can be calculated according to
VQ = - (3-93)t
where t is the time required for the bubble to nucleate and grow to volume V.
A serpentine resistor with an etched nucleation site is used to estimate the time in
which a given volume of fluid is displaced by the bubble formation. Figure 3-13 contains
three frames from a video capture of microbubble formation on a 10 pm wide resistor with an
etched cavity.
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i= 0.16 s t=0.17 s I= 0.18 s
Figure 3-13. Bubble Formation on Serpentine Resistor with Etched Cavity.
From the frames, the time required for a microbubble to nucleate and grow to a height of 65
gm and a width of 30 sIm is < 0.02 s, where the estimate is limited by the frame rate of the
video capture device. Using the volume formula for an ellipsoid,
4 LWH
V2 =;r (3-94)
the volume of the microbubble V, where L ~ W~ 30 gm and H~ 65 pm, is 1.2 x 10-13 M3.
Thus, Q,& 6 x 1012 m3 /s.
The amount of Q moving through the fluidic jet Q can be calculated using the circuit
diagram (c) in Figure 3-12. By Kirchoff's current law (KCL) at node a, the algebraic sum of
currents entering node a is zero.
_-Q +Q + Q", +Q = 0 (3-95)
where Qi,, and Q,,, are the amounts of Q moving through the inlet and outlet, respectively.
As resistors in parallel have the same voltage drop V across them and R,,,, = Rpo,,
Qn = Q. (3-96)
and
V =Q.Rp,,,, = Q.,R,,,, = QjRp,,, (3-97)
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Combining equations and solving for Q; gives
Qi = Q Rpii Rpois' (3-98)Rpi + 2 Rp, Rpis. + 2 Rp,,, (3)
Thus, Qj = 4.5 x 10-2 m3 /s.
Using Q, the mean flow velocity through the fluidic jet U can be determined.
~-~ (3-99)Acs
The cross sectional area Acs calculated using the radius of the fluid jet r is
Acs = ;r -r2  (3-100)
and has a value of 2.8 x 10- 11m2 for r = 3 pm. Thus, Uj= 16 cm/s. The lumped element
model of Poiseuille flow is valid as long as the flow has reached a steady-state profile within
L. The length required for flow to reach a steady-state profile is the development length Ld
and is defined roughly as
Ld = D ReD (3-101)16
where the hydraulic diameter Dh is the diameter d for a circular tube, and
Dh Z 4 x area (3-102)
perimeter
The Reynolds number based on the hydraulic diameter ReD is
ReD 2pUr (3-103)
for a circular tube. With the density of waterpw = 1 x 103 kg/M3, ReD for the fluidic jet is
0.96 < 1; thus, the a priori assumption of Stokes flow is valid. Further, Ld is 0.36 gm < L,
which validates the Poiseuille lumped modeling.
In the Stokes flow regime, the ejection force on the particle F, is
F,,jecl =6;rp Urp (3-104)
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Assuming a 5 pm particle radius, the ejection force from the fluidic jet F,,,,,,j = 15 nN.
Similarly, the force due to gravity on the particle F is
47r 3
Fg=(p,-pf)g 3 (3-105)
where the density of the particle pp = 1.062 x 103 kg/M3 for fluorescent polymer beads
(Bangs Laboratories, Inc., Fishers, IN) and acceleration due to gravity g = 9.8 M/s 2. Thus,
Fg = 0.3 pN.
3.4 Electromagnetic Field
Particle ejection in the thermal microbubble system is accomplished using a resistor
of linear or serpentine geometry to nucleate a microbubble. A voltage is applied across the
resistor, which generates a current through the resistor. In turn, the current through the
resistor produces a magnetic field. A first-order calculation of the induced magnetic field
can be modeled with the Biot-Savart law [12, 13] assuming that the resistor is a long straight
wire.
In vector form, the law of Biot and Savart is
4 =, idAx r, (3-106)4;r ,'
where B is the magnetic field vector, p, is the permeability constant, i is the current, ds is a
differential vector representing a segment of the resistor, rp is a vector that points from the
current element to the point of observation P, and rp is the distance from a current element in
the wire to P. The magnitude of the Bio-Savart law is expressed as
dB = x ids sinG
41r r,2  (3-107)
where 0 is the angle between the vectors ds and r. 0 is related to s, rp, and r, the radial
distance between the wire and P, by
r
sin 0= sin(7 -r = r 2  (3-108)
and
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r, 2 + 2 (3-109)
The total magnetic field can be found by integrating Equation 3-107 from - 00 to oo or
by taking twice the integral from 0 to oo. Choosing z to be the variable of integration that
runs along the wire,
rtB PI ' sin0 =.o 4 00 sin9B= d  -" s d sinfdZ (3-110)
. orp 7 0 r
With substitutions from Equation 3-108 and Equation 3-109, the integrand becomes
B=-POI r dz= P.1o(Z z 2 (3-111)2r 0 (z2+r2Y/ 2rz2+r2) 0 2nr
Using the value po = 1.26 x 10-6 H/m, a MATLABO script was written to graphically plot the
B as a function of r. The current i is defined as
.V
(3-112)R
where V is the voltage applied to the resistor and R is the resistance of the resistor. With V=
5 V and resistor values of RL = 10 Q for a linear resistor and Rs = 100 n for a serpentine
resistor, iL = 500 mA and is = 50 mA.
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Figure 3-15. Magnetic Field Lines and Amplitudes for R = 100 D.
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Figure 3-14 and Figure 3-15 illustrate the magnetic field lines and amplitudes induced
by current through a 10 D and 100 92 resistor, respectively. The resistor, modeled as a wire
and represented as a dotted line in the diagram, is situated at (0,0) and runs in the z direction.
Current moving in the -z to +z direction induces counter-clockwise magnetic field lines. At
300 gm, the magnitude of B for the 10 n resistor is 334.2 pT, and the magnitude of B for the
100 Q resistor is 33.4 gT.
3.5 Discussion
Critical system issues, especially for sensitive fluid bed particulates, are examines
with numerical and analytical models for flows, forces, and fields. The numerically modeled
in-plane temperature distributions across the resistor demonstrate temperature profile
variation according to resistor geometry, surface area, and total resistance. With constant
heat flux per finite control volume, greater surface area resistors result in higher peak
temperatures. As the thickness of the resistor is constant between the linear and serpentine
geometries, a greater surface area also corresponds to a greater resistor resistance. Changes
in temperature due to an input heat flux for the linear resistor are about 100 K, while the
temperature change for the serpentine resistor is about 1,000 K.
As the in-plane temperature profiles are two-dimensional, the analytical
one-dimensional out-of-plane model completes the sketch of the three-dimensional
temperature distribution profiles. Out-of-plane models further support the result that
temperature profile at the resistor and at the location where the particulate is held are affected
by resistor geometry. Heat flux application also is shown to affect the temperature profile.
In-plane heat flow modeling examines two-dimensions, and out-of-plane modeling
investigates the third dimension. The two models yield temperature distributions of the same
order of magnitude. Combining the two models into a single three-dimensional model would
reduce the illustrated temperature profiles, as heat loss in all dimensions would be included.
A three-dimensional model further would enable more precise boundary conditions, such as
the bottom of the quartz substrate, and the possibility of including heat loss through the leads.
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The ejection force on a particle with 5 pm radius due to a microbubble that displaces
120 pL of fluid is three orders of magnitude greater than the force due to gravity. The
ejection force can be modified by affecting the size of the bubble formed in the system, a
process that is explained in Chapter 5 and Chapter 6. This modeling suggests that the
actuation technique is suitable for ejecting a range of particle sizes with forces that are
appropriate for the sensitivity of a particle in a specific application. A model examining the
forces for a varying range of fluidic volumes could help determine specific volumes needed
for particular ejection applications.
Magnetic force calculations show that the magnetic field due to a constant current
applied to a 10 L2 and 100 f2 resistor has strength of about 300 pT and 30 gT, respectively.
Including the pulse duration in the calculations would decrease the time-dependent strength
of the magnetic field, as no magnetic field is induced when current flow is zero. For
reference, the strength of the Earth's magnetic field is about 40 T [13]. Thus, the strengths
of the magnetic fields due to the ejection mechanism are similar to the strength of the
magnetic field of the Earth. Future models also could examine the strength of electric fields
induced in the ejection process.
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The goal of an actuator is to move or control an element such as a shutter for droplet
dispensing, a tunable infrared (IR) filter, or a particulate in a fluid bed. While the
overarching mechanism of the devices can be classified as actuation, the execution of device
design and manufacture can vary dramatically depending on the application. Limning device
specifications for the piDAC project and incorporating more general pBA-based
specifications enable the design of system architecture and corresponding fabrication
procedures.
4.1 Specifications
The pBA-based device is engineered to yield information for further design iterations
and to initiate movement of the device concept from the realms of academia toward industry
applications and products. In the process of matching market opportunities with ptBA
technology development, fundamental parameters of device design and operation for the
pDAC project and other industry applications can be delineated. Critical design parameters
can be incorporated in the design. After understanding the ranges of device performance, a
more market-driven design can be tailored to meet the specific needs of a given industry
application [1].
4.1.1 Processing Time
Many industries require high throughput or minimal processing time of large
populations of particulates. The rate at which particles are passively filtered or actively
sorted can affect the cost of the process, with longer time periods corresponding to greater
cost. In addition to cost, the processing time can largely determine the development rate of a
new product. For example, screening applications of compounds for drug therapies are
pushing the maximum high-throughput rate in an effort to speed the process between
research of a compound and a new drug therapy. High throughput is crucial to signaling
assays [2]. Many assays must be completed in entirety within the first fifteen minutes. At
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times greater than fifteen minutes, cells can enter the transcription domain, at which point the
quantitative data is no longer relevant to the desired experiment.
In the pBA-driven realization of the ptDAC project, the device functions as a
microfabrication-based dynamic array cytometer. Thus, for an industry setting, the pBA-
driven device will need to function with a throughput similar to or greater than current flow
cytometers to be a viable solution. According to [2], laboratories today have 20-50 ms
delays between measurements of individual cells in a population on the order of 10,000 cells.
The current sorting rate is about 2,000 cells/min. Thus, a crucial design parameter for the
device is a processing time on the order of 20 ms per particle in an electrically addressed
pBA-driven array that handles on the order of 10,000 cells in approximately 5 minutes.
4.1.2 Optical Interface
Whether run data is acquired automatically or manually, the optical interface of the
device determines the type of data that can be collected. Previous iterations of the pBA- and
DEP-driven devices allowed for optical observation from the positive vertical axis,
facilitating the collection of magnitude information in cellular applications. Adding the
second vertical axis as a valid viewing port additionally would enable phase data to be
collected.
For large scale arrays on the order of 10,000 sites, the optical interface also affects the
number of sites that can be viewed at a time. Thus, a cycle of data would be collected by
viewing, in series or parallel, a set of sites until all of the sites have been viewed. Thus, the
number of cycles required to collect the data over the array is one of the factors affecting the
processing time.
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4.1.3 Reliability and Robustness
Inherent in the pBA-based device is a non-mechanical mechanism for capturing and
sorting particulates. A non-mechanical actuation mechanism is not prone to fatigue and
failure like its mechanical counterpart. The non-mechanical composition of the device
means that robustness is inherent in the bubble-based technology. Further, previous
iterations have shown that bubble nucleation is a robust process, yielding for a given power
input a microbubble as the output. With careful material selection, a novel design, and
several iterations to determine the optimum configurations, devices have the potential to be
manufactured to achieve industry-level reliability and robustness application specifications.
4.1.4 Ease of Operation
An electrically addressed array or sites can be controlled with a physical interface box
for manual optical viewing and control or by a computer program such as LabVIEW
(National Instruments, Austin, TX) with automated capture and sort routines. The
addressable array allows 200 inputs to control 10,000 sites individually. Minimizing the
number of components a user must interface while maximizing the data and information
available will yield a product that is user-friendly and straightforward considering the
quantity of information available. Further, to make the devices more appropriate to industry
applications, different user interfaces can be designed to meet the needs, jargon, and
expectations of the industry. Thus, the design specification is for an intrinsically adaptable
user interface. The ease of operation for the current iteration will involve meeting the needs
of the researcher to gather information about the technology and how to adapt the technology
in an effort to build an industry-applicable device.
4.1.5 Cost Effectiveness
To maximize cost effectiveness, the device can be designed to have components
constructed in parallel methods and with system partitioning, separating components that
would need to be replaced more frequently from those that may survive the usefulness of the
device. The system partitioning can be made by creating a chip that is able to be cleaned or
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replaced between uses and a set of separate control electronics. For non-biological industry
applications, the chip on which the sorting takes place could be cleaned between uses with a
neutral medium. After a series of uses, the chip then would be replaced. For biological
applications, in general, the chip would be replaced between each assay to ensure no cross-
contamination of particles.
4.1.6 Compatibility
Tight application compatibility constraints exist for fragile or biological particulates.
For a piBA-driven device, first-order models of in-plane and out-of-plane thermal radiation,
particle ejection forces, and electromagnetic fields are examined in Chapter 3. In addition to
ensuring the operation of the device does not negatively affect the particles, the device itself
must be constructed with materials that are biocompatible if the device is to be utilized in
biological applications.
4.2 System Architecture
With design challenges and considerations delineated, a system architecture
construction focus is to maximize the usage of commercially available components without
sacrificing the desired performance of the pBA-driven device. The resultant architecture
consists of microfabricated components, custom electronics, electronics, and packaging. The
whole system is shown in Figure 4-1.
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pHA device
MMl
UIM
Dual syringe pump Single syringe pump
Figure 4-1. System Architecture.
The heart of the system is the assembled pBA-based device, which consists of several
components including a platinum heating electrode (PHE) chip or test structure chip (TSC)
and a fluidic system. The pBA-based device has electrical and fluidic inputs and outputs and
an optical output. The electrical outputs are soldered to the macro-to-micro interface (MMI),
which has a twenty-five pin female D-Sub mount output (3M, Maplewood, MN). A male-
female D-Sub cable (3M, Maplewood, MN) connects the MMI to the user interface module
(UIM). The UIM is powered by a direct current (DC) power supply (E3610A, Agilent
Technologies, Englewood, CO) and has a signal input from an arbitrary function generator
(33220A, Agilent Technologies, Englewood, CO). An oscilloscope (TDS 210, Tektronix,
Beaverton, OR) is used to monitor the signal input to the system and various outputs of the
UlM.
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A single (KDS 101, KD Scientific, New Hope, PA) and a dual (KDS2 10, KD
Scientific, New Hope, PA) syringe pump serve as flow sources for the pBA-based device.
Fluidic connections from the device to the UIM allow for pressure monitoring, and
connections from the device to one or multiple vials (not shown) fluidically ground the
system. The optical interface is a Microzoom microscope (Wentworth Labs, Brooksfield,
CT) on a semiconductor probe station outfitted with digital video camera (Panasonic 5000,
Panasonic, Bridgeport, NJ).
4.2.1 Platinum Heating Electrode Chip
Based on previous iterations of the non-arrayed form of the device, the PHE chip
design purpose is to facilitate bubble nucleation. Each chip is 3 cm by 2 cm. The design
consists of two columns of serpentine resistors spaced such that two rows, four resistors, can
be seen under the microscope objective at any given time. Figure 3.2 depicts an illustration
of a PHE chip (a), a zoomed screen shot of the mask where controlled nucleation occurs at
the individual resistors (b), and an individual nucleation site on the mask (c). A 6 pm by
6 pm square nucleation cavity is located at the vertical line of symmetry at the vertical
midpoint for each resistor. Cavity dimension and location are based on previous research
iterations of a single-site nucleation device [3-5].
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(C)
The designations for the pads of the PHE chip are depicted in the mask screen shot (a)
and the electrical schematic (b) of Figure 4-3. See Appendix C for the full PHE chip
electrical schematic diagram.
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T&NDI
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(a) (b)
Figure 4-3. PHE Chip Pad Designations.
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The common ground is the middle pad on both the near and far sides of the chip. The
common ground is labeled RGNDI and RGND2, respectively. The two pads to the left and right
of the common ground on the near side of the chip are the power leads for the lower four
resistors, denoted in (column, row) notation as R13, R14, R23, and R24. Similarly, the two pads
to the left and right of the common ground on the far side of the chip are the power leads for
the upper four resistors R11, R12, R21, and R22. The inner four resistors - R12, R13, R22, and
R23 - each have an additional power and ground lead to enable four-point measurements
when the device is in operation. The four-point power and ground lead for R12 is T12 and
TGNDJ. The same notation is used for the other three, four-point resistors.
Each resistor is 10 lam wide by 860 sm long by 1.1 kA thick. Given the thickness of
the resistor, composed of a 0.1 kA titanium adhesion layer beneath the 1 kA platinum layer,
the resistance R of the resistor due to a layer of given resistivity can be calculated by
R = ( LjP (4-1)
where L, W, and H are the length, width, and height of the resistor. p, is the electrical
resistivity. The two layers act in parallel; thus, the equivalent resistance Rq is
1 1 1 RR.
-- =-- +- 
-> Rq = RpRj 42Rq R,, RT, e R, +RT (4-2)
Using the value Pp, = 10.6 x 10~8 K-m, Rp = 83 92. Similarly, with P, = 40.0 x 10-8Q-M,
Rn ~ 3440 f2. Thus, Req - 81 9. The titanium adhesion layer of thickness 0.1 kA
theoretically changes the resistance by approximately 2 f2, a minimal effect considering the
resistance variations inherent in the fabrication process.
The resistance of the power lead for each resistor was designed to be a factor of ten
less resistive than the resistor. As seen in (a) of Figure 4-2, two lead lengths comprise the
chip. R11, R14, R21, and R24 are of one length, and R12, R13, R 23, and R24 are of a second
length. All of the leads on the chip have the same H and pe as those variables are dependent
on the metal reposition rather than the mask design. Thus, the effect of lead length on the
resistance of the lead can be examined by comparing L/W ratios for each resistor length. The
R, length resistors have L/W= 4.67, and the R12 length resistors have a L/W ratio of 5.22.
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Using Equation 4-1 with the resistivity of platinum, the resistance of the lead R, 5 Q, and
the variation in resistance between leads is < 1 9. Thus, the resistance of each lead is less
than 0.1Rp,.
4.2.2 Test Structure Chip
Previous iterations of the device demonstrate a method of controllable bubble
formation with out-of-plane nucleation cavities and serve as a basis for the current PHE chip
designs. However, the question of controllable bubble formation without cavities remains to
be investigated. A TSC and subsequent TSC iterations investigate the possibility of
controlled nucleation with in-plane nucleation sites rather than out-of-plane nucleation
cavities. An in-plane nucleation site is a narrowing in the resistor, which creates an area of
higher resistivity and, hopefully, promotes nucleation at the specified site. Figure 4-4
contains three TSC iterations.
J/Jj~
//
I ,// \\
TSCv3.0 TSCv3. TSCv3.2
Figure 4-4. TSC Iterations.
Test Structure Chip v3.0
The first TSC design, TSCv3.0, is a modified, twice magnified (2x) PHE chip. The
chip size is 6 cm by 4 cm, and each chip contains two columns of nucleation sites. Each
resistor in the two columns is 1,720 gm long by 20 gm wide. Four geometrical variations of
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the PHE Chip are shown in Figure 4-5. An in-plane nucleation site is located at the vertical
line of symmetry at the horizontal midpoint for each resistor. The chip-to-chip variations are
no nucleation site (a), a 10 pm by 10 srm nucleation site (b), a 20 prm by 10 pm nucleation
site (c), and a 30 pm by 10 gm nucleation site (d).
r rr or
(a) (b) (c) (d)
Figure 4-5. TSCv3.0 Geometrical Variations.
The pad designations for the TSCv3.0 are the same as the PHE Chip pad designations
depicted in Figure 4-3. For the no nucleation site geometry, the LIW ratio is identical to that
of the PHE chip. Thus, the resistance of the resistors using the conductivity of platinum in
Equation 4-1 remains Rr ~ 83 f. The resistance of the nucleation sites R. for geometries
(b), (c), and (d) can be similarly calculated and are approximately 1, 2, and 3 9, respectively.
Thus, R. < 1/20 R,.
Test Structure Chip v3.1
The second TSC design, TSCv3.1, has a chip size of 3 cm by 2 cm. Each resistor in
the two columns of six resistors each is 2,580 gm long by 30 Am wide. Figure 4-6 depicts an
illustration of one of the three TSCv3.1 chip variations (a), a zoomed screen shot of the mask
where controlled nucleation occurs at the individual resistors (b), and an individual
nucleation site on the mask (c). Each resistor has a separate power lead and connects to the
common ground, which is located at the center of the chip. A nucleation site is located at the
vertical line of symmetry at the vertical midpoint for each resistor.
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(a) (b) (c)
Figure 4-6. TSCv3.1.
Three different chip geometries are part of the TSCv3.1 design. Within a chip
geometry, the nucleation site width remains constant, while the nucleation site length varies.
Six different nucleation site lengths compose a column, and the second column is identical to
the first. Figure 4-7 illustrates the eighteen geometrical variations that were designed for the
TSCv3. 1. Each column represents the three chip geometries at a single site on a chip. Each
row comprises all of the variations present on a given chip geometry.
For example, the first geometry consists of 6 gm wide nucleation sites that are 0, 18,
36, 54, 72, and 90 gm long. The 0 gm long nucleation site is located in the first column and
is schematically shown as the first resistor in the first column. Similarly, the 18 gm long
nucleation site is located in the second column and is schematically shown as the second
resistor in the first column. The second geometry consists of 12 pm wide nucleation sites
that are 0, 18, 36, 54, 72, and 90 gm long, as shown in the second row. And, the third
geometry consists of 18 pm wide nucleation sites that are 0, 18, 36, 54, 72, and 90 Am long,
which is depicted in the third row.
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Figure 4-7. TSCv3.1 Geometrical Variations.
Test Structure Chip v3.2
The third TSC, TSCv3.2, is comprised of seven 3 cm by 2 cm chip designs and two 6
cm by 4 cm chip designs for a total of nine different chip geometries. Figure 4-8 illustrates
the chip designs, for which two geometrical variations exist for both (a) and (b), and three
geometrical variations exist for (d). Chips (a) and (b) are modified forms of the PHE chip in
linear and serpentine resistor form. A modified TSCv3.1 composes the geometries of (c) and
(e). Chip (d) is a series of test structures comprising a total of three chip geometries.
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(a) (b) (C) (d) (e)
Figure 4-8. TSCv3.2 Chips.
The first TSCv3.2 geometry is a modified, twice magnified (2x) PHE Chip. The 6
cm by 4 cm chip contains two columns of nucleation sites. Each serpentine resistor is 1720
pim long by 10 pm wide with 10 pm long and 3 pm wide nucleation sites. The chip and
resistor geometry are depicted in Figure 4-9. Similarly, the second TSCv3.2 geometry is an
altered, twice magnified (2x) PHE chip. The 6 cm by 4 cm chip contains two columns of
nucleation sites comprised of linear resistors. Each linear resistor is 640 pm long by 10 gm
wide with 10 pm long by 3 gm wide nucleation sites. The chip and resistor geometry are
depicted in Figure 4-9.
A 3 cm by 2 cm refashioned PHE chip comprises the third TSCv3.2 geometry. The
chip contains two columns of nucleation sites with serpentine resistors. Each resistor is 850
p.m long by 10 pm wide with 10 pm long by 3 gm wide nucleation sites. In kind, the fourth
geometry is a PHE chip mutation with a chip size of 3 cm by 2 cm. Linear resistors comprise
the two columns of nucleation sites. Each linear resistor is 3,200 gm long by 10 Pim wide
with 10 jim long by 3 gm wide nucleation sites, as shown in Figure 4-9.
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Figure 4-9. TSCv3.2 Geometries 1-4.
The fifth TSCv3.2 geometry is a 3 cm by 2 cm modified TSCv3.1. Six different
resistor lengths compose a column, and the second column is a continuation of the first with
greater resistor length variation between rows. Figure 4-7 illustrates the twelve geometrical
variations that were designed. The first column consists of 10 pm wide by 30, 50, 70, 90,
110, and 130 pm long resistors with 10 pm long by 3 gm nucleation sites. The second
column consists of 10 prm wide by 210, 410, 610, 810, 1,010, and 1,210 ptm long resistors
with 10 gm long by 3 pm nucleation sites.
-
j
I I
32.pm I
3m 30 M 301pm
Figure 4-10. TSCv3.2 Geometry 5.
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A series of test structures constitute the sixth, seventh, and eighth chip geometries.
For the three chip geometries, the nucleation site width remains a constant 3 pm; the
nucleation site length is 10, 20, and 30 gm, respectively, for the sixth, seventh, and eighth
geometries. Figure 4-11 and Figure 4-12 illustrate the seventy-two geometries. The first two
columns on each chip consist of resistors that share grounds, as depicted in Figure 4-11. The
third and fourth columns consist of resistors with independent ground pads, as shown in
Figure 4-12.
30 pm
30 p
30 _r 340 PM 30 Ism 30 pin
30 pm
30 pm
30 pm 30 pm
30 3i3 30p 30 pm
___ __ 32.,IPM m- _ _ -
Figure 4-11. TSCv3.2 Geometries 6-8 with Shared Ground.
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For the sixth geometry, resistor lengths are 30, 50, 70, 90, 110, 130, 210, 410, 610,
810, 1,010, and 1,210 pm. The seventh geometry has resistor lengths of 40, 60, 80, 100, 120,
140, 220, 420, 620, 820, 1,020, and 1,220 gm. The eighth geometry resistors have lengths of
50, 70, 90, 110, 130, 150, 230, 430, 630, 830, 1,030, and 1,230 pm.
30 Pmn
30 pmn
.. 0i=
30pin
30 pmn 30Pmn 30pmn
--1
1:1
30 PM
30 pin
30m "M
10Pin
30m~ IIn -4 Pon_ __ _P
10pm -10M 10mt
30 pm 30pmti 32.4/ 30 PM
Figure 4-12. TSCv3.2 Geometries 6-8 with Independent Ground.
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The final TSCv3.2 geometry, the ninth, is also a 3 cm by 2 cm modified TSCv3.1.
Each pair of columns is similar to a TSCv3.1 structure. Six different resistor lengths
compose a column, and the second column is a continuation of the first with greater resistor
length variation between rows. Figure 4-13 illustrates the thirty-six geometrical variations
that were designed.
The first two columns compose the first TSCv3.1 structure. The first column of the
structure consists of 10 pm wide by 30, 50, 70, 90, 110, and 130 pm long resistors with 10
pm long by 3 pm nucleation sites. The second column consists of 10 pm wide by 210, 410,
610, 810, 1,010, and 1,210 pm long resistors with 10 pm long by 3 pm nucleation sites.
The second TSCv3.l structure corresponds to the third and fourth columns. The third
column is comprised of 10 pm wide by 40, 60, 80, 100, 120, and 140 Am long resistors with
20 pm long by 3 pm nucleation sites. The fourth column consists of 10 pm wide by 220,
420, 620, 820, 1,020, and 1,220 pm long resistors with 10 pm long by 3 pm nucleation sites.
The final TSCv3.1 modified geometry is represented in the fifth and sixth columns.
The fifth column has resistors of length 50, 70, 90, 110, 130, and 150 pm long resistors with
30 pm long by 3 pm nucleation sites. The sixth columns contains resistors of length 230,
430, 630, 830, 1,030, and 1,230 pm also with 30 jm long by 3 pm nucleation sites.
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Figure 4-13. TSCv3.2 Geometry 9.
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4.2.3 Fluidic System
The fluidic system is designed to capture a particulate with a pressure differential
between the nucleation chamber and the input medium (IM) header in which the particles
flow (illustrated as the surface of the device). Thefluidic inlet andfluidic outlet are part of
the dionized water (DI) header. By engineering the fluidic resistance in thejet channel and
controlling the flow rates in the IM and DI headers, a pressure drop between the headers will
ensure particulate capture at the capture site. The particulate is held in the site against the
flow via the pressure gradient and the geometry of the well. In the design, the capture site is
a cylinder with a diameter of 30 gm and a height of 15 gm (shown rectangular in Figure
4-14). The nucleation chamber is a rectangular solid with dimensions of 400 Im in length
and 300 im in width and height. Figure 4-14 illustrates the particulate-level fluidic system
(a) and designations for the lumped model resistance elements (b).
Pan4cul- r - F y
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Figure 4-14. Particulate-Level Fluidic System.
Ejection force modeling in Chapter 5 demonstrates that Re < 1 and that a steady state
profle was reached within the jet channel during the bubble nucleation and particle ejection
process. By maintaining typical MEMS fluid flow input rates to the device, Re < 1 and
steady state profiles can be maintained throughout the fluidic system. Thus, a Poiseuille
lumped element resistance model is a valid method of system analysis. Figure 4-15 depicts a
lumped element model in three dimensions for the system. The upper horizontal fluidic
plane is the IM header with input source indices of (input number, 1) where the one denotes
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input and output indices of (input number, 2) where the two denotes output. The dual input
allows two mediums to be input into the system simultaneously. For applications where the
same input is desired in both IM headers, a Y-connector could be used at the macro level.
The lower horizontal fluidic plane is the DI header with input and output labeled with the
same system of indices. Variable resistors are micro needling valves (UpChurch Scientific,
Oak Harbor, WA). Vertical fluid channels connect the two horizontal fluidic planes.
Figure 4-15. Lumped Element Model of Fluidic System.
In Chapter 5, the lumped element model of Poiseuille flow Rp0,.j was defined as
Rpj 32,uL
,, =is 4 (4-3)
where p is the viscosity of the fluid and rch is the channel radius for a channel of length L.
For square channels, the hydraulic radius is used as rch where the hydraulic diameter Dh is
Dh~ z4 x area
perimeter
Table 4-1 summaries the fluidic dimensions and corresponding Poiseuille lumped element
values that were chosen to ensure that R,, << R,, = RPo, << Rpo,D,, = Rpoi,
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Table 4-1. Fluidic Dimensions and Calculated Poiseuille Lumped Element Values.
Dimension (Am) Poiseuille Lumped Element
Channel Length Width Height Diameter D AM) R,,()
DI Header 31600 1000 306 469 1.34 x 1010
IM Header 31600 1000 300 462 1.42 x 10'0
Inlet 250 6 6 6 3.93 x 10'
Jet 15 6 6 2.36 x 104
Outlet 250 6 6 1 6 3.93x 10'
4.2.4 Electronic Interface
The MMI serves to connect a PHE chip or TSC to the macro electrical interface via a
twenty-five pin female D-Sub mount output. Figure 4-16 depicts an illustration of the circuit
board (a) and an electrical diagram of the MMI (b). Appendix C contains the full electrical
schematic diagram of the MMI. Designed in Visio Professional 2002 (Microsoft
Corporation, Waltham, MA), the MMI works with 2 cm by 3 cm and 4 cm by 6 cm chips. A
through-hole located at the center of the pads allows microscope viewing from both vertical
positions.
PRE CHIP
I)
I((
Ulm4
(a) (b)
Figure 4-16. MMI Design.
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The 12.5 cm by 10 cm circuit board layout is printed by a prototype circuit board
company (ExpressPCBTM, Santa Barbara, CA). The board is made of FR-4 epoxy glass
laminate with a copper thickness of 43 lpm. Final finish is tin-lead reflow. The maximum
operating temperature specification is 398 K. Figure 4-17 is a photograph of a manufactured
MMI.
Figure 4-17. Manufactured MMI.
Designed in Visio Professional 2002, the UIM features single site actuation control,
fluidic pressure monitoring such that the fluidic circuit presented in Figure 4-15 can be
solved, and four-point measurement control. Figure 4-18 depicts an illustration of the UIM
(a) and an electrical diagram of the UIM (b). Appendix C contains a full electrical schematic
diagram of the UIM.
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Figure 4-18. UIM Design.
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Major electrical components include gauge compensated pressure sensors
(MPX5700, Motorola, Schaumburg, IL); a 10 0, 5 W, 1% tolerance resistor (Huntington
Electronic, Inc., Huntington, IN); and single pole, twelve position rotary switches
(Electroswitch, Raleigh, NC). A male solder cup D-Sub connector (3M, Maplewood, MN)
serves as the connector between the UIM and MMI. Crucial fluidic components include
unions, ferrules, nuts, adapters, and 1.59 mm PEEKTm and 6.35 mm Teflon tubing
(UpChurch Scientific, Oak Harbor, WA). Figure 4-19 is a photograph of the assembled
UIM.
Figure 4-19. Assembled UIM.
4.3 Microfabrication
4.3.1 Platinum Heating Electrode Chip
The PHE chip is fabricated on 150 mm diameter quartz wafers. Other optically
transparent substrates such as glass wafers (Pyrex 7740, Mark Optics, Inc., Santa Ana, CA;
Borofloat, Mark Optics, Inc., Santa Ana, CA) can be used. However, substitute substrate
viability is limited by available etching technologies, as the fabrication requires etching of a
5-6 pm diameter cavity of 10-20 pm depth. An illustration of the process flow is in Figure
114
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4-20. Appendix A contains a more delineated description of the process flow, and Appendix
B illustrates the masks for the fabrication process.
The fabrication procedure is initiated with an RCA clean of the quartz substrates.
RCA clean is a procedure that was developed by RCA Laboratories in 1970. The cleaning
process involves three main steps: (1) removal of insoluble organic contaminants,
(2) removal of metallic contaminants, and (3) removal of ionic and heavy metal atomic
contaminants. In the first step, the wafers are submerged in a 348.15-353.15 K bath of 5:1:1
H20:H20 2:NH4 for ten minutes and then cascade rinsed. Next, wafers are submerged in a
diluted 50:1 H20:HF bath for fifteen seconds followed by a cascade rinse. Lastly, the wafers
are submerged in a a 348.15-353.15 K bath of 6:1:1 H20:H20 2:HCl for fifteen minutes,
cascade rinsed, and spun dry.
A SVG Thermco low pressure chemical vapor deposition (LPCVD) reactor (SVG
Thermco, Santa Clara, California) is used to deposit 2 pm of polysilicon by a prolysis of
silane (SiH 4). The polysilicon layer serves as an etch mask later in the process. Nucleation
sites are patterned in the polysilicon using standard positive photolithography techniques.
The wafers are hexamethyldisilazane (HMDS) primed in a vapor prime oven (YES-3, Yield
Engineering Systems, San Jose, CA) with a recipe created to achieve a 720 contact angle.
HMDS improves photoresist adhesion by creating a bond between the silicon with silizanes
and the resist with methyls. A photoresist coater (5110, Solitec, Milpitas, CA) is used to spin
on 1 pm of positive photoresist (OCG 825 20CS, Arch Chemicals, Inc., Norwalk, CT). The
wafers are prebaked at 363.15 K for 30 minutes, exposed on a mask aligner (EV620,
Electronic Visions, Inc., Phoenix, AZ) using mask 1, and postbaked at 393.15 K for 30
minutes. The resist is developed (OCG 934 1:1, Arch Chemicals, Inc., Norwalk, CT).
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Quart
Polysilicon
Photoresist
Platinum
Figure 4-20. PHE Chip Pictorial Process Flow.
The polysilicon mask is made by etching through the 2 pm of polysilicon in a deep
trench etcher system (Multiplex System, Surface Technology Systems, Portsmouth, NH)
using a recipe created to achieve nearly vertical sidewalls. The mask then is used to etch the
6 gm diameter by 16 pm deep cavities in the quartz.
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Surface Technology Systems (STS) performed the quartz wafer etching in this
process. After removing the resist which might bum in a aggressive etch, an advanced oxide
etcher (AOE) medium etch and a proprietary process with etch rate of 481 nm/minute was
used to achieve nearly vertical sidewalls, uniformity, and the desired depth of 16 pm. Figure
4-21 contains scanning electron micrographs (SEMs) taken using a Jeol 800 SEM (Peabody,
MA) after the first wafer had been etched. The SEMs show a process selectivity of 18:1, an
etch profile angle of 88.8, and an etch depth of 14 Pm. The dirt in the features is due to the
handling and cleaving required for the SEMs of small features. The profiles, shown in the
background of the images, are relatively clear. The etch time was increased for the
remaining wafers in the lot to achieve the desired 16 um etch depth.
(a) (b)
Figure 4-21. SEMs of Nucleation Site. (Courtesy of STS.)
The wafers are piranha cleaned in a bath of 1:4 H20 2 : H2 SO4 for 10 minutes, cascade
rinsed, and spun dry. The polysilicon mask is removed by etching in a polysilicon etcher
(LAM 490, LAM Research, Fremont, CA). The metal is patterned using standard image
reverse photolithography techniques. The wafers are HMDS primed in a vapor prime oven
with a 72' contact angle recipe. A photoresist coater is used to spin on 2 Pm of negative
resist. The wafers are prebaked at 363.15 K for 30 minutes, exposed on a mask aligner using
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mask 2, and hardbaked at 378.15 K for 30 minutes. The photoresist is flood exposed on the
mask aligner for 60 s and developed.
An evaporative deposition system (VES-2550, Temescal, Boxford, MA) is used to
deposit a 100 A Titanium adhesion layer and 1,000 A Platinum. After metallization, excess
metal is lifted off in a bath of acetone. To enable device reliability comparison, a portion of
the wafer lot was annealed in an atmospheric diffusion tube (MRL Industries, Sonora CA) at
873.15 K for an hour with Nitrogen flowing through the tube at a rate of 5 L/min. The
wafers are cut into chips with the diesaw (DAD-2H/6T, Disco, Santa Clara, CA). After
diesawing, some chip surfaces are modified using silane (tridecafluoro- 1,1,2,2-
tetrahydrooctyl- 1 -triethoxysilane, United Chemical Technologies, Bristol, PA), which makes
the surfaces more hydrophobic. A chip is silanized by pumping a 2% solution of silane in
ethanol through the packaged sBA device. The solution is allowed to remain stagnant in the
channels for about a minute before the system is flushed with ethanol.
4.3.2 Test Structure Chip
The TSC substrate is fabricated on 150 mm diameter fused silica, quartz, wafers
(Fused Quartz, Mark Optics, Inc., Santa Ana, CA). An illustration of the process flow is in
Figure 4-4. Appendix A contains a more delineated description of the process flow, and
Appendix B depicts the masks for the process. After a piranha clean for 10 minutes, the
metal mask is patterned using standard image reverse photolithography techniques. The
wafers are HMDS primed in a vapor prime oven with a 72* contact angle recipe. A
photoresist coater is used to spin on 2 sm of image reversal resist (AZ® 5124-E, Clariant
Corporation, Somerville, NJ). The wafers are prebaked at 363.15 K for 30 minutes, exposed
on a mask aligner, and hardbaked at 378.15 K for 30 minutes. The resist is flood exposed on
the mask aligner and developed (AZ* 422, Clariant Corporation, Somerville, NJ).
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Qartz
Photoresist
Platinum
Figure 4-22. TSC Pictorial Process Flow.
An evaporative deposition system is used to deposit a 100 A Titanium adhesion layer
and a 1,000 A Platinum layer. After metallization, excess metal is lifted off in an acetone
bath. The wafers are cut into chips with the diesaw. To enable device reliability
comparisions, a portion of the wafer lot is annealed in an atmospheric diffusion tube at
873.15 K for an hour with Nitrogen flowing through the tube at a rate of 5 L/min. Figure
4-23, Figure 4-24, and Figure 4-25 are photographs of completed TSC wafers.
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Figure 4-23. Fabricated TSCv3.0 Wafer.
Figure 4-24. Fabricated TSCv3.1 Wafer.
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Figure 4-25. Fabricated TSCv3.2 Wafer.
4.3.3 Deionized Header Mold
The DI header mold forms the lower fluidic layer of the pBA device and is fabricated
on 150 mm diameter silicon wafers (6706P P - Jeida Prime, Wafernet, Inc., San Jose, CA).
An illustration of the process flow is in Figure 4-26. Appendix A contains a more delineated
description of the process flow, and Appendix B details the masks for the process.
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Silicon
SU-8
Figure 4-26. DI Header Mold Pictorial Process Flow.
After a piranha clean, custom alignment marks optimized for viewing through thick
layers of photoresist are patterned using standard positive photolithography techniques. The
wafers are HMDS primed in a vapor prime oven with a 72* contact angle recipe. A
photoresist coater is used to spin on 1 gm of positive photoresist. The photoresist is
prebaked at 363.15 K for 30 minutes, exposed on a mask aligner using mask 8, postbaked at
393.15 K for 30 minutes, and then developed. The alignment marks are etched in a deep
trench etcher system to a depth of 3 sm.
Figure 4-27 contains two screenshots of the alignment mark patterns. The physically
machined features are the arrows and filled cross feature (not shown). The square and
inscribed, unfilled cross feature compose the upper alignment features located on the fluidic
masks. The four inscribed squares within the large square and the four circumscribing
squares that compose the larger square (not shown) serve as viewing areas to facilitate
alignment. The machined arrows direct alignment between the mask and wafer from (a) to
(b).
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Figure 4-27. Thick PhotoresistAlignment Marks.
After a second piranha clean, the wafers are dehydrated serially on a hot plate at
473.15 K for 5 minutes or in parallel in a convection oven at 473.15 K for 30 minutes. A
polyimide coater (CB 15, Headway Research, Inc., Garland, TX) is used to spin on 6 Pm of
negative resist (SU-8 2005, MicroChem Corporation, Newton, MA). The resist is soft baked
at 338.15 K and 463.15 K for 1 and 2 minutes, respectively; exposed on a mask aligner using
mask 3; and postbaked at 338.15 K and 463.15 K for 1 minute at each temperature.
Next, a three-layer process is used to deposit a total of 300 Pm of negative resist (SU-
8 50, MicroChem Corporation, Newton, MA; SU-8 2075, MicroChem Corporation, Newton,
MA). The coater is used to spin on 100 pm of resist, which is then soft baked at 338.15 K
and 463.15 K for 10 and 30 minutes or 5 and 20 minutes, respectively. This two step process
is repeated thrice at which point the 300 pm of photoresist is air dried for 72 hours and then
baked in a convection oven on a metal plate until hard. Bake time is humidity dependent but
is generally 1-3 hours. The photoresist is then exposed on a mask aligner using mask 4,
postbaked at 338.15 K and 463.15 K for 1 and 20 minutes, developed (SU-8 Developer,
MicroChem Corporation, Newton, MA). Developing time is dependent on the additive bake
time. Typical develop times range from 4-6 hours. An isopropanol rinse and nitrogen dry
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complete the DI mold fabrication process. A finished wafer is shown in Figure 4-28.
Figure 4-28. Fabricated DI Header MoL.
4.3.4 Input Medium Header Mold
The IM header mold is fabricated on 150 mm diameter silicon wafers as illustrated in
Figure 4-29. Appendix A contains a more delineated description of the process flow, and
Appendix B depicts the masks for the process. After a piranha clean, custom alignment
marks optimized for viewing through thick layers of resist are patterned using standard
positive photolithography techniques. The alignment marks are shown in Figure 4-27.
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Silicon
SU-8
Figure 4-29. IM Header Mold Pictorial Process Flow.
To pattern the alignment marks, the wafers are HMDS primed in a vapor prime oven with a
72* contact angle recipe. A photoresist coater is used to spin on 1 sM of positive photoresist.
The photoresist is prebaked at 363.15 K for 30 minutes, exposed on a mask aligner using
mask 8, postbaked at 393.15 K for 30 minutes, and then developed. The alignment marks are
etched in a deep trench etcher system to a depth of 3 pm.
After another piranha clean, the wafers are dehydrated serially on a hot plate at
473.15 K for 5 minutes or in parallel in a convection oven at 473.15 K for 30 minutes. A
three-layer process, identical to that of the DI Process, is used to deposit 300 pm of
photoresist (SU-8 50, MicroChem Corporation, Newton, MA; SU-8 2075, MicroChem
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Corporation, Newton, MA). The coater is used to spin on 100 Rm of resist, which is then soft
baked at 338.15 K and 463.15 K for 10 and 30 minutes or 5 and 20 minutes, respectively.
This two step process is repeated thrice at which point the 300 pm of photoresist is air dried
for 72 hours and then baked in a convection oven on a metal plate until hard. Bake time is
humidity dependent but is generally 1-3 hours. The resist is then exposed on a mask aligner
using mask 7; postbaked at 338.15 K and 463.15 K for 1 and 20 minutes, respectively.
The coater is used to spin on 15 pm of negative resist (SU-8 2010, MicroChem
Corporation, Newton, MA). The resist is soft baked at 338.15 K and 463.15 K for 1 and 2
minutes, respectively; exposed on a mask aligner using mask 6; and postbaked at 338.15 K
and 463.15 K for 1 minute and 2 minutes, respectively.
After a convection oven bake on a metal plate until hard, the coater is used to spin on
50 pm of negative resist (SU-8 50, MicroChem Corporation, Newton, MA). The resist is soft
baked at 338.15 K and 463.15 K for 6 and 20 minutes, respectively; exposed on a mask
aligner using mask 5; and postbaked at 338.15 K and 463.15 K for 1 minute and 5 minutes,
respectively. The photoresist is then developed. Developing time is dependent on the
additive bake time. Typical develop times range from 4-6 hours. An isopropanol rinse and
nitrogen dry complete the IM mold fabrication process.
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Figure 4-30. Fabricated IM Header Mold
4.3.5 Microfabrication Challenges
During the course of processing, two main fabrication challenges arose. One
challenge was the image reverse resist process necessary for lift-off metallization. The image
reverse process has a reputation for being finicky, depending heavily on humidity conditions
and bake times. The first TSC iteration, with relatively broad nucleation site features, was
not affected. However, subsequent TSC iterations became increasingly sensitive to bake and
exposure times as the width of the in-plane nucleation site narrowed with each new design.
With bake times held constant between days of processing, exposure times were
determined daily by varying exposure time 0.4 - 1.3 s in 0.1 s increments across a single
wafer. Suggested exposure for quartz wafers was 1.3 s. After developing, the patterns were
inspected under a microscope. Tolerance to exposure time was shown to be less than 0.1 s.
On August 26, 2003, for example, exposing a wafer for 0.6 s yielded a good pattern.
Exposure for times from 0.7 - 1.3 s resulted in the nucleation site feature being partially or
completely covered with resist. Partial coverage would result in a poorly metallized
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nucleation site, and complete resist coverage would result in an open circuit instead of a
nucleation site. Exposures less than 0.6 s also yielded poorly defined features.
A second processing challenge was the multi-layer SU-8 structures. After learning
the art of a good SU-8 pour and spin, no challenges were experienced with single SU-8 layer
of thickness less than 50-100 gm. However, thicker layers did not harden adequately after
recommended soft baking times. The lack of hardening corresponds to solvent still within
the photoresist. Continued processing to exposure resulted in masks adhering to substrates,
regardless of aligner contact mode and separation distances, so firmly that prolonged piranha
cleans would not separate them. The silicon wafers had to be chipped off to save the masks.
Process development showed that the soft bake time was a crucial factor. Increasing
hot plate soft bake time up to 8 hours resulted in adherent wafers. Similarly, adding an
additional air dry for up to 72 hours succeeding the soft bake did not improve the situation.
A method was developed in which the wafers were placed on an aluminum foil covered
metal plate within a convection oven immediately following the soft bake. If a time lag
occurs between soft bake and oven bake, the wafers were ramped on a hot plate first. The
times and temperatures used to successfully create the multi-layer SU-8 molds are included
in Appendix A. However, the length of time needed for the solvent to evaporate depends on
humidity and rate of heat transfer and ventilation in the convection oven used.
4.4 Assembly and Packaging
4.4.1 Assembly and Packaging Process
The gBA device assembly is completed at the chip level. First, the DI and IM molds
are silanized to facilitate separating the mold from the cast. Then, polydimethylsiloxane
(PDMS) (Sylgard 184* Silicone Elastomer, Dow Coming Corporation, Midland, MI)
castings are made. The casting process begins by pouring a by-weight mixture of the two
pre-polymer components over the mold in a plastic Petri dish. The PDMS is degassed under
vacuum and then cured at 338.15 K for about two hours. The mold is peeled from the cast.
The mold designs include chip separators to enable each chip to be removed in series.
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Figure 4-31 illustrates the individual chips that are to be assembled. From bottom to
top, the chips are the PHE chip, DI header cast, IM header cast, and a blank PDMS chip,
which serves to close the fluidic channels.
Figure 4-31. MBA Device Assembly.
First, the DI header cast is loosely aligned to a glass slide, with the side to be aligned to PHE
chip away from the slide. Then, the surfaces of the PHE chip and DI header cast are
activated in an RF plasma cleaner/sterilizer unit for 1 minute after the oxygen plasma has
turned pink.
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Figure 4-32. PDMS Alignment Jig.
Then, the pieces are aligned and brought into contact using the Flex-A-Lnr shown in
Figure 4-32. The Flex-A-Lnr is a custom alignment jig that was cut in 0.5 cm clear acrylic
using a laser engraving, cutting, and marking system (Legend 24TT, Epilog, Golden, CO).
The alignment jig works with standard 100 mm mask aligners. The pseudo-wafer, bottom
left in Figure 4-32, is placed in the stead of the wafer. The PHE chip is placed on the
platform located at its center, which can be modified in size from 10 - 60 mm square in 10
mm increments by placing the rectangular or square outlines shown at top left over the fixed
10 mm square platform. The pseudo-wafer, bottom right in Figure 4-32, is placed in the
stead of the mask. The pseudo-wafer in outfitted with a set of pegs onto which slide
brackets, shown on and in the top right of Figure 4-32, can be placed to hold either 75 mm by
25 mm sliders or 75 mm by 50 mm slides. The glass slide is placed into the brackets with the
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PDMS layer facing down. The separation of the mask and substrate is reduced, while
adjustments are made in the x, y, and 0 directions to assure alignment with error on the order
of 5 pm [6]. The activation and alignment procedures then are repeated between the IM
header and newly bound PHE chip and DI header and finally between the blank PDMS chip
and the newly bound PHE chip and headers
Next, the device is fluidically packaged. Macro fluidic connections are made with a
16-gauge syringe tip. PEEKTM tubing (UpChurch Scientific, Oak Harbor, WA) outfitted with
a PEEKTM nut and ferrule on one end are inserted into the macro fluid connection holes, nut
and ferrule end out. Quick setting epoxy (Radio ShackTM, Fort Worth, TX) is used to create
a seal between the tubing and PDMS. Figure 4-33 depicts the fluidically packaged device.
Figure 4-33. Fluidically Packaged uBA-Based Device.
The pBA-based device is then soldered to a MMI from which macro connections to
the rest of the system architecture can be rapidly made. This packaging scheme allows quick
device exchange between testing and characterization runs.
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Figure 4-34. Fluidically Packaged uBA-Based Device.
4.4.2 Assembly and Packaging Challenges
During the course of assembly and packaging, one main challenge arose -
fabricating the IM and DI casts. The IM cast includes the jet channels, which are
approximately 15 pm in height. Through the jet channels, the IM and DI are fluidically
connected. Thus, the IM and DI casts must be made such that the top of the 50 gm fluidic jet
mold is not covered with PDMS. Similarly, the top of the nucleation chamber mold must not
be covered with PDMS.
In the case of the DI mold, the DI headers and the nucleation chamber are of the same
300 gm height. With practice and exactness, the PDMS can be cast such that the nucleation
chamber is left uncovered. However, a very flat surface must be used for the casting process,
and the PDMS cannot be moved until it is completely cured. In general, leaving the PDMS
covered and left to dry overnight assured a level, low particle count cast.
The IM mold proved a much more challenging casting process, as the 50 sm fluidic
jet could not be optically inspected without a microscope. Additionally, thicker SU-8
depositions on the order of hundreds of micrometers result in a measured 20 - 50 pm height
variation across a wafer. Thus, PDMS casting was completed under a microscope and was
only successful in cases where the height variation across the wafer permitted a careful
selection of which jets were to be covered and which were to be left uncovered. General
results were about half of the jets uncoated and half of the jets coated with PDMS.
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Testing chip performance involves evaluating the operation of individual resistor
geometries and finding trends in the behaviors of individual resistors or in a summation of
geometries. The results of such an evaluation can be used to validate the in-plane geometry
as a dependable mechanism for microbubble formation. Further, by testing the performance
of the fabricated in-plane resistors, a set of guidelines can be presented that serve to forward
geometries that offer more repeatable, favorable, or robust results. An overarching
performance evaluation adduces out-of-plane geometries in order to present a more complete
reference for future microbubble resistor design.
5.1 Hypotheses
5.1.1 Control of Microbubble Shape and Location
In the growth stage of a nucleated microbubble, adjacent liquid provides energy to
vaporize more liquid at the liquid-vapor interface. This process stimulates microbubble
growth. Modifying the location of the hot adjacent liquid potentially could be used to affect
the resultant shape of a microbubble, if heat were applied in a non-symmetric manner. To
alter the location of the hot adjacent liquid, the geometry of the resistor is refashioned. By
creating a symmetric resistor geometry, the microbubble should be symmetric in shape,
namely spherical. Similarly, a non-symmetric resistor geometry should result in
asymmetrical microbubbles.
The in-plane heat transfer modeling in Chapter 3 illustrated that for a symmetric
resistor, the hottest point on the resistor is at the intersection of the horizontal and vertical
lines of symmetry. Thus, for any symmetric geometry with a valid nucleation site, the
microbubble should nucleate at the intersection of the horizontal and vertical lines of
symmetry. From a collaboration of theory and modeling, the shape and location hypothesis
is: bubble shape and location can be controlled by microfabrication.
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5.1.2 Regulation of Microbubble Size
Liquid adjacent to the nucleated bubble serves as a growth factor by providing
thermal energy to vaporize more liquid at the liquid-vapor interface. By affecting the
regional amount of thermal energy available, the maximum size of the microbubble should
be able to be affected. Thermal energy is input into the system by means of voltage applied
across the resistor for a specified amount of time. By changing the length of time over which
voltage is applied, the total energy input into the system is modified.
More energy input into the system should result in more thermal energy available at
the liquid-vapor interface. The regulation of microbubble size hypothesis is: Bubble size is a
function of energy input, which can be modified by pulse length, resistor resistance, and
geometry.
5.1.3 Regulation of Microbubble Dissipation
According to microbubble theory, microbubble dissipation occurs when the bubble
has extended beyond the layer of superheated liquid. At this point, thermal energy at the
liquid vapor interface is no longer acting as a growth factor, and the bubble dissipates
through evaporation and convection losses. The larger a microbubble is, the more vaporized
liquid it contains within its volume. And, the larger a microbubble is, the more time the
microbubble should require to dissipate. Thus, the microbubble dissipation hypothesis is:
bubble dissipation is a function of maximum bubble size.
5.2 Methods
5.2.1 Experimental Apparatus
The chips are tested using the relevant portions of the system architecture presented
in Chapter 4. For convenience, Figure 5-1 redepicts this architecture.
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Figure 5-1. System Architecture.
Each PHE chip is soldered to an MMI, which is then connected to the UIM via a male-female
D-Sub cable. The arbitrary function generator is used to input pulses of varying length, and
the microbubbles are observed under the probe station microscope outfitted with a digital
video camera. An oscilloscope is used to monitor the signal input for the system and various
outputs of the UIM. The TSCs are tested in a similar manner. However, the TSCs are
designed to maximize the number of geometries on an individual chip rather than to be
compatible with the MMI. Thus, probe tips are used to make the electrical connection with
the individual resistor pads. Figure 5-2 illustrates the standard electrical contacts for a TSC.
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Figure 5-2. TSC Electrical Contact Scheme.
Previous research [1-5] using tap DI water as the medium for bubble nucleation
reported a problem with residual air bubbles that remained in the system for more than an
hour. To diminish this problem, a method of decreasing the dissolved air content of the
water was implemented. Boiling the DI water before use decreased the water solubility,
which improved microbubble dissipation times. A similar protocol is used for the purposes
of the performance testing. Before use, tap DI water is boiled in a beaker on a hotplate.
Only after the DI reaches a rapid boil is the water pipetted from the beaker. Pipetted DI
water age is recorded during all experiments.
In early testing after the electrical connections were made, boiled DI water was
immediately pipetted onto the chip over the resistors of interest, and a glass slide was placed
on top. This is also shown in Figure 5-2. To maintain a consistent amount of DI water over
the resistors of interest and to more closely simulate the system conditions of a packaged
device, later testing uses PDMS gaskets that were manufactured in similar manner to the
fluidic channel PDMS fabrication process described in Chapter 4. To enable rapid gasket
exchange, the PDMS is not activated in oxygen plasma. Instead, the inherent adhesiveness
of the PDMS is used to create a seal. After aligning a fresh PDMS gasket, the gasket is filled
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with boiled DI, and a cover slip is placed on top. Figure 5-3 illustrates a schematic of a
PDMS gasket aligned over a series of resistors on a TSC, and Figure 5-4 is the corresponding
photograph.
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Figure 5-3. Illustration of PDMS Gasket on TSC.
Figure 5-4. Photograph of PDMS Gasket on TSC.
Because the PDMS gaskets could not be resealed to a chip after one or two uses, new PDMS
gaskets are used throughout the experiments.
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5.2.2 Microscope-to-Video Measurement Calibration
The video captures from the capture software outputting the microscope view are
used to measure the microbubble at its various stages of growth and decay. To calibrate the
measurements, 14.69 gm microspheres (FS07F/5838, Bangs Laboratories, Fishers, IN) are
injected into the boiled DI solution contained in a gasket on a TSC. Several video captured
microspheres are measured at the crucial objective powers.
5.2.3 Resistor Element Values
To determine resistances of the fabricated resistors, probe tips are used to make
electrical contact. A multimeter (TEK DMM254, Tektronix, Inc., Beaverton, OR) then is
connected to the probe tips and used to take a resistance reading both before and after resistor
operation. The resistance readings are used to validate theoretical calculations made using
Equation 4-1. Given the resistance readings do validate the theoretical calculations for larger
resistance resistors, theoretical values are used for smaller resistors, where heating due to the
multimeter current causes variable resistance readings.
5.2.4 System Inputs
Two distinct input patterns were used in the performance testing of the chips -
standard input and chirped input. The standard input is depicted in Figure 5-5. In the
standard input, the pulse has height 5 V and width 8 and is repeated with a frequencyfA of
1/A. For the testing, 6 = 0.125 - 50 ms, and A = 1 s, 2 min, and 15 min.
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5
'2
Time (s)
Figure 5-5. Standard Input
The chirped input is depicted in Figure 5-6. For the chirped input, the pulse has
height 5 V and width 8 and is repeated with a frequencyfA of 1/A. For the testing, the most
common pulse widths are & = 5, 10, 20, 30, 40, 50 ms, which can be written as 5, 10:10:50
ms. Other pulse widths include: 3= 5:5:50 ms, 3 = 1:1:10 ms, 3 = 1:1:40 ms, and 3 = 1,
2:2:10 ms. For all 6s, A= 1 s, 2 min, 15 min, or ao.
82 83 84 86
Figure 5-6. Chirped Input.
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5.2.5 Eccentricity
Eccentricity e is a parameter often used in mathematics and astronomy to measure the
deviation of a conic section from circularity or the ellipticity of an object. This parameter
quantifies the shape of an object. The eccentricity is defined as
e= I 2 (5-1)
a2
where a is the length of the semi-major axis, and b is the length of the semi-minor axis. As a
point of reference, a perfect circle would have e = 0. An ellipse would have 0 < e < 1. For a
microbubble, an eccentricity measurement is taken as shown in Figure 5-7.
Microbubble
2a >
Figure 5-7. Eccentricity.
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5.2.6 Centricity
Centricity c is a constant used to quantify the deviation of the center of a circle or
ellipse from a designated point. The centricity is defined as
cx = d(5-2)
d,
C, =-d- (5-3)
ry
where d is the distance from the center of the nucleation site to the center of the microbubble
in the x- or y-direction, and r is the radius of the microbubble. As a point of reference, a
perfectly centered microbubble would have cx = cy= 0. A microbubble whose left edge was
at the nucleation site and was centered in the y-direction would have c, = 1 and c= 0. For a
microbubble, an centricity measurement would be taken as shown in Figure 5-7.
Nucleation site
x
Figure 5-8. Centricity.
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5.2.7 Transient Diameters
A typical complete system response to a standard pulse input of width & = 30 ms with
micrographs of the system at critical points along the dissipation curve is shown in Figure
5-9. For this example, a standard input pulse with 6= 30 ms is applied to a resistor with a 30
pm long by 3 gm wide nucleation site. The total resistance of the resistor is approximately
35 9. The complete system response consists of a fast transient response and a slow
transient response. For each transient response, the average diameter D is measured along
the major and minor axes of the microbubble at different times in the dissipation process.
60 1 =5V
R1,. 35n Maximum Fast Transient D
s -30 n
50
Maximum Slow Transient D
40
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0
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Time (s)
-Slow Transient Response
Fast Transient Response
Complete Response
Figure 5-9. Transient Diameters.
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The T is defined as
- 2a+2b
D = 2 (5-4)
where a is the length of the semi-major axis, and b is the length of the semi-minor axis. The
maximum 1 is defined as the largest measured transient 5 for a given response. Thus,
each complete response has two maximum 5 values.
The confidence interval in 5 measurements mainly is due to the limitation of the
resolution of the video capture device and the power of the objective. A 25x objective was
used throughout the data acquisition process. The confidence interval increases as the
microbubble diameter decreases as smaller microbubbles consist of fewer pixels, which
makes it challenging to clearly define the outline of the microbubble.
For example, Figure 5-10 contains three micrographs of a microbubble dissipating
with time. In the first frame at t = 1.034 s, the fast transient is visible. In the second frame at
t = 1.068 s, the slow transient is visible, which dissipates to the frame at t = 10.611 s. In the
final micrograph, the microbubble clearly is visible at the center of the nucleation site.
However, measuring the first fast transient microbubble is a visually simpler task than
measuring the nearly dissipated microbubble in the third frame. Endpoints of the D
measurements for 2a and 2b are indicated on the lower row of micrographs.
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t = 1.034 s t = 1.068 s t= 10.611 s
Figure 5-10. Transient Diameter Micrographs.
To quantify the confidence interval in T measurements, the maximum reading and
minimum reading for each axis was recorded for several microbubble for varying diameter.
The confidence interval was determined to be + 1.5 pm for microbubbles in region V, ± 2 Pm
for microbubbles in region IV, ± 2.5 pm for microbubbles in region III, ± 3.5 pIm for
microbubbles in region II, and data for microbubbles in region I will be omitted or denoted
with dashed lines as depicted in Figure 5-9.
The maximum D confidence interval for the slow transient follows the same
confidence interval increase with diameter decrease progression as the standard D
measurements. However, the maximum D confidence interval for the fast transient mainly
is due to the limitation of frame rate on the video camera, as the fast transient is only visible
in one or two frames. Thus, the fast transient most likely does not peak in dimension in one
of the frames captured for further analysis.
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5.2.8 Transient Dissipation Times
A typical complete system response to a pulse input of width 3 is shown in Figure
5-11. Micrographs depict the system at critical points along the dissipation curve. For this
example, a standard input pulse with 3= 30 ms is applied to a resistor with a 30 gm long by
3 gm wide nucleation site. The total resistance of the resistor is approximately 35 Q.
Fast Transient
Slow Transient
/ - - - - - - -
/ / / -
/
42
Li.
Fast Transient id
6
Time (s)
Slow Transient td
S tO 12
Figure 5-11. Transient Dissipation Times.
The complete system response consists of a fast transient response and a slow transient
response. For each transient response, the dissipation time td is measured.
The fast transient dissipation time is denoted in Figure 5-11 and illustrated in Figure
5-12. The fast transient td is measured from the frame before the transient is evident to the
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frame after the transient is no longer evident. For example, Figure 5-12 illustrates dissipation
micrographs. The captures are shown at the limit of the frame rate of the video camera. In
the first frame at t = 1.001 s, no microbubble is visible. In the second frame at t = 1.034 s,
the fast transient response is visible and has ended before the time of the third micrograph at
t = 1.068 s where the slow transient response is evident. Thus, the fast transient response is
reported as td = 6.7 ms. During testing, the longest fast transient response is visible in two
micrographs, meaning td = 10 Ms.
t = 1.001 s t= 1.034 s t = 1.068 s t=1.101 s
Figure 5-12. Fast Transient Dissipation Micrographs.
The size of the confidence interval in the fast transient td measurement mainly is due
to the limitation of the frame rate of the video capture device. The camera captures at a rate
of 30 frames/sec. When the fast transient is visible in one micrograph, the confidence
interval is + 0.032 ms, as the transient was not visible 33 ms before or 33 ms after the frame.
However, the data is not available for the time between the frames displaying the event. The
same confidence interval applies when the fast transient is visible in two micrographs as the
data is not available to determine if the fast transient appeared at 20 ms before the
micrograph displaying the transient or only 1 ms before the micrograph.
The slow transient dissipation time is denoted in Figure 5-11 and illustrated in Figure
5-13. The slow transient td is measured from the frame where the slow transient first is
evident to the frame after the transient is no longer evident. For example Figure 5-12
illustrates dissipation micrographs. In the first frame at t = 1.034 s, the fast transient
response is visible and has ended before the time of the third micrograph at t = 1.068 s where
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the slow transient response first is evident. The slow transient response continues through
hundreds of frames, diminishing in diameter with time. In the frame at t = 11.311 s, the slow
transient barely is visible. When viewing frame-by-frame at higher resolution, however, the
transient microbubble still is evident. In the next frame at t = 11.345 s, the slow transient is
indecipherable. Looking at the following frame confirms microbubble collapse at
t = 11.345 s. Thus, slow transient response is reported as td= 10.277 s.
t = 1.034 s t = 1.068 s t = 8.342 s t = 9.376 s
t = 10.611 s t= 11.311 s t = 11.345 s t = 11.378 s
Figure 5-13. Slow Transient Dissipation Micrographs.
The confidence interval in the slow transient td measurement is due to the limitation
of the resolution of the video capture device and the power of the objective. A 25x objective
was used throughout the data acquisition process. The confidence interval is ± 0.1 s, as the
slow transient may have been visible as much as 32 ms before the frame in which it was
evident. However, the data is not available for the time between the frames displaying the
event. Similarly, three to four frames at the end of the dissipation are arguably the last frame
in which the slow transient is evident. For reference, a sampling of raw data is included in
Appendix D.
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5.3 Results
5.3.1 Archetypal Curves
For the in-plane (IP) geometries described in Chapter 4, the lowest level of data
processing from a single acquisition is the complete system response depicted in terms of
average microbubble diameter as a function of time. Figure 5-14 is a plot of such a system
response with micrographs depicting the system at critical points along the dissipation curve.
For this example, a standard input pulse with 6 = 30 ms and A = 00 is applied to a resistor
with a 10 pm long by 3 pm wide in-plane nucleation site and total resistance of about 19 f.
60
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Figure 5-14. Complete System Response for Resistor with 10 pm Nucleation Site.
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Figure 5-15 illustrates a system response to a standard input pulse width of 6 = 30 ms
and A = oo applied to a resistor with a 20 prm long by 3 pm wide nucleation site and total
resistance of about 21 9. The fast transient response is visible in a single micrograph. The
slow transient is evident for > 15 sec before the system returns to steady-state.
60
40
E
20
R,, -210
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Figure 5-15. Complete System Response for Resistor with 20 pm Nucleation Site.
Figure 5-16 is also a system response to a standard input pulse width of 6= 30 ms and
A =oo applied to a resistor. However, this resistor has a 30 prm long by 3 Am wide nucleation
site and total resistance of about 35 f. The fast transient response is visible in a single
micrograph, while the slow transient is evident for < 12 sec.
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Figure 5-16. Complete System Response for Resistor with 30 pm Nucleation Site.
As can be seen from the prototypical complete system response plots, the slow
transient D decreases as resistor resistance increases for a constant 5 and infinite A. The fast
transient D does not appear from the plots to follow a similar trend. For the linear in-plane
geometry resistors with patterned nucleation site lengths of 10, 20, and 30 pm and 3 pm in
width, microbubbles formed exclusively at the nucleation sites throughout the performance
testing. Additionally, only a single microbubble nucleated on the resistor, regardless of the
combination of standard and chirped inputs with varying 6 and A.
The other nucleation site length and width combinations delineated in Chapter 4 did
not yield such consistent results. The 3 pm wide nucleation site combinations were
successful individual bubble nucleators for total lengths up to 150 gm, inclusively, using
standard inputs with 3 100 ms and A = oo. Further results will be presented for the 108
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in-plane geometries of 10, 20, and 30 im long by 3 pim wide nucleation sites with total
resistor lengths up to 150 gm.
The only system response that is not represented by the typical response curves is for
the 10 gm long nucleation site with total resistance of about 7 L. This small resistor
dependably displayed a fast transient response. However, no slow transient response is
evident for 3 = 5, 10:10:40 ins. As 3 increased, the fast transient maximum D increased,
while the total system response remained < 10 ins. Figure 5-18 depicts the complete
response of the 7 1 resistor-bubble system to a chirped input with 3 = 5, 10:10:50 ms and
A = 2 min. The micrographs display the response to the fifth input, where 3 = 40 ms.
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Figure 5-17. Complete System Response for 7 D Resistor.
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For 3 = 50 ms, the fast transient response was evident in two frames, and a slow transient
response was evident in three frames. Thus, the total system response was <2 ms.
A typical curve for a chirped input with 3 = 5, 10:10:50 ms and A = 2 min is shown
in Figure 5-18. For each system response to the input pulse, the slow transient maximum D
is measured and then is plotted as a function of 3 or energy. For Figure 5-18, plotting as a
function of energy is equivalent to scaling the x-axis as the voltage and resistance are held
constant. The main trend evident in Figure 5-18 is that as input 3 or energy increases, the
slow transient maximum D also increases. The shaded and hatched region denotes the
confidence interval.
E= 26 (mi)
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Figure 5-18. Representative Chirped Input Maximum Diameter Curve.
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The slow transient td also can be plotted as a function of 8 or energy. A prototypical
curve for a chirped input with 8 = 5, 10:10:50 ms and A = 2 min is shown in Figure 5-19.
For each system response to the input pulse, the slow transient td is measured and plotted as a
function of 8 or energy. For Figure 5-19, plotting as a function of energy also is equivalent
to scaling the x-axis as the voltage and resistance are held constant. From Figure 5-19, the
slow transient td increases as the input 8 or energy increases.
0 5 10
E= -j (m)
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V -5V
8 Rp -35 0
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Figure 5-19. Representative Slow Transient td Curve.
In addition to plotting the slow transient maximum 5 and td as functions of 8 or
energy, the slow transient maximum D and td can be plotted against each other. A typical
curve for a chirped input with 8 = 5, 10:10:50 ms and A = 2 min is shown in Figure 5-20.
For each system response to the input pulse, the slow transient maximum D and td are
measured and plotted as the y- and x-axis, respectively.
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Figure 5-20. Representative Slow Transient Maximum Average Diameter vs. td Curve.
Figure 5-20 illustrates the third trend: as the slow transient maximum D increases in
diameter, the dissipation time increases. Thus, Figure 5-18, Figure 5-19, and Figure 5-20 are
inexorably linked. Increasing the input 6 or energy increases the slow transient maximum D
that, in turn, increases the td.
5.3.2 Microbubble Shape and Location
The compilation of eccentricity and centricity results from chirped inputs on resistors
of varying resistance for 6 = 5, 10:10:50 ms and A = 2 min is shown in Figure 5-2 1. The
data is plotted statistically in box plots.
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Figure 5-21. In-Plane Microbubble Shape and Location.
The line in the middle of each box plot corresponds to the median. The whisker below each
box represents the 10th percentile, and the whisker above each box represents the 90th
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percentile. The boundary of the box closest to the origin portrays the 25th percentile, and the
box boundary away from the origin renders the 75th percentile. The 5th and 95th percentiles
are represented as outlining points closest to and farthest from the origin, respectively.
As illustrated at the bottom of the figure, the first column in each set of box plots
corresponds to a 10 gm long by 3 gm in-plane nucleation site. Similarly, the second and
third columns in each set of box plots depict data from a 20 pm long and 20 pm nucleation
site by 3 pm wide, respectively. The fast and slow transient system responses are nearly
perfect spheres, where a perfect sphere would have an e = 0. Greater ellipticity is present in
the fast transient response, while the majority of data points for the slow transient response
are at e = 0.
The center of the microbubbles in the x-direction nearly is aligned with the center of
the 3 pm nucleation site, where c, = 1 represents a perfect alignment. In kind, the center of
the microbubbles in the y-direction are aligned at the center point of the length of the
nucleation site, where c, = 1 represents an ideal alignment. Thus, the microbubbles are
forming at the intersection of the x-direction and y-direction lines of symmetry on the in-
plane resistors.
5.3.3 Microbubble Size
A variation of the chirped input slow transient maximum D curve shown in Figure
5-18 is depicted in Figure 5-22. Chirped input pulse widths of 3 = 5, 10:10:50 ms and A = 2
min were used on several resistors of varying resistance. In Figure 5-18, the observed trend
is that as input 3 or energy increases, the slow transient maximum D also increases. With
variation in resistance as well as 6, Figure 5-22 more strongly demonstrates that as input
energy increases, the slow transient maximum D also increases.
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Figure 5-22. In-Plane Slow Transient Maximum Microbubble Size.
5.3.4 Microbubble Dissipation
Chirped input pulse widths of 3 = 5, 10:10:50 ms and A = 2 min were used on
resistors of varying resistance to compile a dense representation of the slow transient td curve
shown in Figure 5-19. In Figure 5-19, the observed trend is that the slow transient td
increases as the input 3 or energy increases. With variation in resistance as well as 6, Figure
5-23 more strongly demonstrates the trend that slow transient td increases as input energy
increases. A linear fit was applied to the data. The equation of the fit is shown at the bottom
of the legend in Figure 5-23.
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Figure 5-23. In-Plane Slow Transient 4
In Figure 5-24, the slow transient maximum D and the td are plotted on the y- and x-
axis, respectively. The data represent a chirped input pulse widths of 5 = 5, 10:10:50 ms and
A = 2 min applied to resistors of varying resistance. In the stereotypical plot shown in
Figure 5-20, an observed trend is that as the slow transient maximum D increases, the slow
transient td also increases. Figure 5-24 also displays this trend. Thus, the plots of the slow
transient td exhibit a dependence on both the input energy and the maximum slow transient
D.
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Figure 5-24. In-Plane Slow Transient Microbubble Size vs. td.
5.3.5 Performance Comparison of Out-of-Plane and In-Plane Geometries
A performance comparison study of out-of-plane and in-plane geometries is used to
determine the similarities and differences in the resistor behavior. For the study, an out-of-
plane geometry with 6 pm diameter nucleation cavity is used, fabricated as described in
Chapter 4 with a hydrophobic surface modification of CYTOPTM and silane to enable
repeatable nucleation at the nucleation site. The in-plane geometries for the study include
three representative resistors with no surface modifications, nucleation site width of 3 pm,
and lengths of 10, 20, and 30 pm, respectively.
A typical complete system response for an out-of-plane (OP) geometry depicted in
Figure 5-25. Micrographs illustrate the system at critical points along the dissipation curve.
For this example, a standard input pulse with 6 = 30 ms and A = oo is applied to an
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out-of-plane resistor with a total resistance of about 16 K. The 6 Pm diameter nucleation
cavity is visible in the first micrograph and final micrograph.
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Figure 5-25. Complete System Response for Out-of-Plane Geometry.
The shape and location of the out-of-plane and in-plane resistor-bubble system
responses are compiled in a set of statistical box plots, Figure 5-26. The first row of box
plots details the microbubble eccentricity. The second and third rows of the box plots
correspond to centricity in the x- and y-direction, respectively. The first column of plots
depicts the fast transient response, while the second column of plots illustrate the slow
transient response.
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Figure 5-26. Out-of-Plane and In-Plane Microbubble Shape and Location.
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As illustrated at the bottom of the figure, the first column in each plot is associated with the
out-of-plane geometry. The second, third, and fourth columns represent the in-plane
nucleation sites of length 10, 20, and 30 pm, respectively. The results are from chirped
inputs on the four resistors with 5 = 5, 10:10:50 ms and A = 2 min, as shown in Figure 5-26.
The fast transient response of the out-of-plane geometry is more elliptical than
spherical, as a perfect sphere would have a value e = 0. In contrast, the fast transient
responses of the in-plane geometries are more spherical, but the data is not very tight. The
slow transient response of the out-of-plane geometry has an eccentricity represented in a
much tighter box plot and is much more elliptical than spherical with a mean of e ~ 0.5. The
slow transient in-plane resistors generate spherical bubbles with means of e = 0.
Regarding centricity, the fast transient response of the out-of-plane geometry has
means of c, =0.38 and c~ =0.4, where a centered microbubble would have a mean value of
C = c,~ =1. The in-plane geometries demonstrate a fast transient response with mean values
of c,~ cy 1. Similar results are seen for the slow transient responses of the out-of-plane
and in-plane geometries.
The out-of-plane geometry exhibits an off-center slow transient response with a
greater deviation in cX than cy. The slow transient mean c, and c, values correspond to
microbubble centers located below and to the right of the nucleation site. An example of
such a nucleation is shown in Figure 5-26. However, the height of the c, and c, box plots
also demonstrate that the location of the microbubble center varies as much as a fourth of the
radius of the microbubble. In contrast, the in-plane geometry has a cx and c, centered slow
transient response.
The slow transient maximum 5 for out-of-plane and in-plane resistor-bubble system
responses is shown in Figure 5-27. Chirped input pulse widths of 3 = 5, 10:10:50 ms and
A = 2 min were used on the four resistors. The plot illustrates a general trend of increasing
slow transient maximum D with increasing input energy.
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Figure 5-27. Out-of-Plane and In-Plane Slow Transient Maximum Microbubble Size.
Figure 5-28 depicts the slow transient maximum td for out-of-plane and in-plane
resistor-bubble system responses. Chirped input pulse widths applied to the four study
resistors are 6 = 5, 10:10:50 ms, and A = 2 min. The main trend is that the slow transient td
increases as input energy increases.
A linear fit was applied to the data in the same manner that the linear fit was applied
to the in-plane data in Figure 5-23. Both Figure 5-23 and Figure 5-28 illustrate the increase
in slow transient maximum td with increase in input energy. Comparing the linear fits, both
the in-plane plot in Figure 5-23 and the combined out-of-plane and in-plane plot in Figure
5-28 are fit with the same slope line where the slope m 0.4.
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A similar relationship between the slow transient maximum D and the td also is
apparent in Figure 5-29. The data represents chirped input pulse widths of c = 5, 10:10:50
ms and a A = 2 min. The general trend, as also was seen in the plot for solely in-plane
geometries, is an increase in slow transient td for an increase in maximum slow transient D.
Combining the apparent trends in Figure 5-28 and Figure 5-29, the plot of the slow transient
td exhibits a dependence on both the input energy and the maximum slow transient D.
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5.3.6 Drift
In the course of data acquisition and early analysis, a drift in the behavior of the
system with time is observable. To quantify the system drift, a series of trials on resistors of
varying resistance is conducted with chirped input of 5 = 5, 10:10:50 ms. For the trials,
A = 2 or 5 min. Figure 5-30 depicts the results of the drift quantification.
The series of pulses for 6 = 5 ms and A = 2 min between each pulse results in a fairly
repeatable dissipation time for trials 1-5. For 6 = 5 ms and A = 15 min, the dissipation time
begins to drift, requiring longer time periods for dissipation as time increases in increments
of 15 minutes. Similarly, the drift also is evident for 6 = 10:10:50 ms and A = 15 min,
where the relative size of the drift increases with an increase in 5.
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5.3.7 Rapid Cycling
To discern performance of the resistor-bubble system for rapid cycling, a standard
input with 3 = 30 ms andfA = 1 Hz is applied to the system for four resistor geometries. The
first geometry is an out-of-plane geometry with 6 pm diameter nucleation cavity and
hydrophobic surface modification of CYTOPTM and silane. The other three geometries are
in-plane geometries with no surface preparations, nucleation site width of 3 gm, and lengths
of 10, 20, and 30 pm, respectively.
Dissipation for an impulse pulse with 3 = 30 ms and A = co is on the order of seconds
for all four geometries, as shown in Figure 5-25, Figure 5-14, Figure 5-15, and Figure 5-16.
For the non-dissipative cycling study, the standard input pulses are applied at a frequency
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such that the second pulse is applied before the first slow transient has dissipated. The
complete system responses depicted in terms of average microbubble diameter as a function
of time are shown in Figure 5-31, Figure 5-32, Figure 5-33, and Figure 5-34.
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Figure 5-31. Rapid Cycling Out-of-Plane Geometry Resistor.
In Figure 5-3 1, the out-of-plane geometry is pulsed a total of four times. The fast
transient from the first pulse is visible as the first peak in the curve and in the corresponding
micrograph. The slow transient that appears in the succeeding frame is shown in the second
micrograph and also marked on the curve. The responses of the following three pulses are
denoted with the numbers 3 - 8. Odd numbers correspond to fast transient responses, and the
even numbers correspond to slow transient responses. Micrograph 9 and micrograph 10
illustrate the final slow transient dissipating until it is no longer measurable due to the
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presence of the out-of-plane etched nucleation site. For each pulse, the slow transient
measured 25, 26, 25, and 28 pm with confidence interval as denoted in Section 5.2.
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Figure 5-32. Rapid Cycling In-Plane Geometry Resistor with 10 pm Nucleation Site.
The results of applying a 1 Hz pulse to the in-plane geometry with 10 gm nucleation
site length is shown in Figure 5-32. In kind to the pulse applied to the out-of-plane
geometry, the pulse is applied a total of four times before the system is given time to return
to steady state. The fast and slow transient responses comprise the numbers 1 -8 and are
shown in the corresponding micrographs. The odd numbers correspond to the fast transient
responses, and the even numbers correspond to the slow transient responses. Micrograph 9
and micrograph 10 illustrate time frames in the dissipation of the last slow transient. For
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each pulse, the slow transient measured 25, 23, 26, and 27 Pm with confidence interval as
denoted in Section 5.2.
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Figure 5-33. Rapid Cycling In-Plane Geometry Resistor with 20pm Nucleation Site.
Figure 5-33 depicts the complete system response of an in-plane geometry resistor
with 20 pm nucleation site to a 1 Hz standard pulse. The steady state of the system is shown
in the unnumbered micrograph in the figure. The first four odd-numbered micrographs
capture the fast transient system response to the four applied pulses. The first four even-
numbered micrographs in the second column correspond to the first frame depicting the slow
transient response toe ach of the four input pulses. The final two micrographs - micrograph
9 and micrograph 10 - show the system as it returns to steady state. For each pulse, the slow
transient measured 37 ptm with confidence interval as described in Section 5.2.
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Figure 5-34. Rapid Cycling In-Plane Geometry Resistor with 30 um Nucleation Site.
The results of applying a 1 Hz pulse to the in-plane geometry with 30 Pm nucleation
site length is shown in Figure 5-34. The pulse is applied a total of four times before the
system is left unmodified for a period long-enough to return to steady state. The fast and
slow transient responses comprise the numbers 1 - 8 and are shown in the corresponding
micrographs. The odd numbers correspond to the fast transient responses, and the even
numbers correspond to the slow transient responses. Micrograph 9 and micrograph 10
illustrate time frames in the dissipation of the last slow transient. For each pulse, the slow
transient measured 18, 21, 23, and 27 pm with confidence interval as depicted in Section 5.2.
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The performance evaluation serves to quantify the system response of in-plane
geometry pBA-base components. A comparison between out-of-plane and in-plane
geometry system responses enables the results depicted in Chapter 5 to be placed in context
with past pBA research. A quantification of drift presents one of many remaining challenges
in a field of research where new findings often bring more questions than answers.
Considering the results of the chip performance study and the process development toward
an arrayed, pBA-powered pDAC device introduces some of the achievements and remaining
challenges in the development of pBA-powered devices.
6.1 Performance Discussion
Three hypotheses, as described in detail in Section 5.1, directed the focus of the chip
performance testing. The first hypothesis is that the shape and location of microbubble
formation can be controlled with microfabrication. The second hypothesis is that controlling
the energy input to the system - which is dependent on microfabricated geometry, resistor
resistance, and input pulse width 6 - can regulate the microbubble size, meaning that
bubble size is a function of input energy. In the same line of thinking, the final hypothesis is
that microbubble dissipation time is a function of bubble size, which, in turn, is a function of
input energy.
6.1.1 Control of Microbubble Shape and Location
For symmetrical in-plane resistors, the results show that the fast and slow transient
responses are spherical in shape. Additionally, a non-symmetrical out-of-plane resistor
exhibits an elliptically-shaped transient response. Two variables are varying in the
comparison: (1) the spherical microbubble formed on an in-plane symmetric resistor and
(2) the elliptical microbubble formed on an out-of-plane asymmetric resistor. However, an
additional piece of data is available. A linear resistor with an out-of-plane nucleation site is
shown in [1] generating a spherical microbubble.
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In-plane modeling in Chapter 3 demonstrates that the shape of the resistor affects the
temperature profile across the plane of the chip. In turn, this temperature profile across the
resistor probably affects where hot-adjacent liquid is available to be vaporized at the liquid-
vapor interface of the microbubble during its growth phase. Changing the geometry of the
resistor then would change the location of the hot-adjacent fluid. The effect would be more
rapid bubble growth where hot-adjacent liquid is available. After the liquid cools to ambient
temperature, the bubble becomes spherical, as a spherical shape is the most
thermodynamically favorable condition. The change from elliptical to spherical was seen
repeatedly in out-of-plane geometry testing at a time on the order of 1-2 s after the
dissipation of the fast transient.
The potential relationship between geometry and available hot-adjacent liquid
during the bubble growth phase further suggests that the symmetry of the microfabricated
geometry does have an effect on the resultant shapes of the slow and fast transient responses.
By carefully designing the geometry of the resistor, the results show that a dependably
spherical microbubble can be nucleated. A potential for engineering the shape of the early
slow transient microbubble also may exist.
6.1.2 Regulation of Microbubble Size
For in-plane and out-of-plane resistors, the results show that the slow transient
maximum D increases as input energy increases. As separately illustrated in the
prototypical curves of Section 5.3 and in later figures, the increase in input energy can be
attributed to the geometry of the resistor or the use of a lower resistance resistor or larger
pulse width 6. The correlation between increased energy input and increased slow transient
maximum D output may be due to the available hot-adjacent liquid at the liquid-vapor
interface.
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From the microbubble theory presented in Chapter 2, liquid adjacent to the nucleated
bubble serves as a growth factor. The hot adjacent liquid provides thermal energy to
vaporize more liquid at the liquid-vapor interface. Thus, the size of the slow transient
maximum D would be a function of the available energy. Increasing the regional amount of
thermal energy available then would make more thermal energy available for the
vaporization process. The outcome would be a larger slow transient maximum 5. Thus, the
slow transient maximum 5 is a function of the input energy to the system. By engineering
the amount of energy available to the microbubble in the growth phase, the slow transient
maximum D can be regulated to within the confidence interval and to system specifications
as long as drift is controlled.
6.1.3 Regulation of Microbubble Dissipation
Results show that for in-plane and out-of-plane resistors the slow transient dissipation
time td increases as input energy increases. Also, since the slow transient maximum D
increases as input energy increases, td also increases as the slow transient maximum D
increases. The correlation between increased slow transient maximum D and increased td
again may be due to the available hot liquid at the liquid-vapor interface.
From the microbubble theory presented in Chapter 2, liquid adjacent to the nucleated
bubble serves as a growth factor. The adjacent liquid provides thermal energy to vaporize
more liquid at the liquid-vapor interface. At the point that the microbubble has extended
beyond the layer of superheated liquid, the bubble begins to dissipate through evaporation
and convection losses.
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A larger microbubble contains more vaporized liquid within its volume. Since the
evaporation and convection losses occur over the surface area of the microbubble, a
microbubble of larger volume would require longer to dissipate. The results demonstrate that
dissipation time is linearly related to the energy input to the system and is a function of the
slow transient maximum D. Regulating the slow transient maximum D to within the
confidence interval and to system specifications by controlling the input energy enables
simultaneous regulation of the dissipation time as long as drift is controlled.
6.2 Comparison of Out-of-Plane and In-Plane Performance
The results of the performance comparison study illustrate the similarities and
differences in resistor behavior of out-of-plane and in-plane resistor geometries. Table 6-1
summarizes the compared attributes. Included attributes are from the system behavior results
quantified in Chapter 5 as well as from fabrication requirements discussed in Chapter 4 and
additional factors observed in the process of testing both geometries.
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Table 6-1. Comparison of Out-of-Plane and In-Plane Resistor Geometries.
Resistor Geometry
Characteristic Out-of-Plane In-Plane
Number of required masks (1) Define cavities (1) Define resistors
(2) Define resistors
Required characteristics (1) Etchable (1) Optically transparent
of substrate for sDAC (2) Optically transparent
application
(1) Fused silica (quartz) (1) Fused silica (quartz)
Potential substrates
for iDAC application (2) Pyrex
(3) Borofloat
Number of required (1) CYTOP
post-fabrication coatings (2) Silane
Required chip area
per pBA resistor
Observable > than diameter of > minimum microscope
microbubble diameter nucleation site >> minimum resolution
microscope resolution
0<e<I e10
Eccentricity (e) 4 4
ovoidal microbubbles sperhical microbubbles
cx < 1, cY < 1 cx cy, 1
Centricity (c, cy) 4 L
off-center microbubbles centered microbubbles
Regulation of
Microbubble Size D =f(E) D =f(E)
Regulation of
Microbubble Dissipation td =f(D) td=f(D)
Surface modification required
to prevent electrolytic (1) CYTOPTM future research
breakdown in ionic solutions
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The out-of-plane resistor geometry requires a minimum of two masks. The first mask
is used to define the nucleation sites and the alignment marks, both of which then are etched.
The second mask is used to define the resistors for the metallization process. The in-plane
resistor geometry only requires a single mask to define both the resistors and nucleation sites.
Eliminating a photolithography step and chrome mask are time and cost saving. Yet, the
largest savings is the elimination of the etch step. The etch process can be tedious, inexact,
and time intensive, especially for non-commercial fabrication facilities. For this research and
previous research, an outside vendor - Surface Technology Systems (STS) - courteously
provided proprietary process etching, as in-house etching processes did not yield timely,
repeatable results with good uniformity and etch depth [1-4].
As discussed in Chapter 1, the pDAC application of the pBA-powered device is
enhanced by an optically transparent substrate, which allows data to be collected from both
vertical axes. The second required characteristic of the substrate has been that it must be
easily, or relatively easily, etched. However, in-plane geometry does not require etching.
Without the requirement of etching, in-plane geometry can be fabricated on a variety
of optically transparent substrates. The gBA-powered jDAC standard is fused silica
(quartz), as quartz is an etchable substrate. For in-plane geometries, several less expensive
glass substitutes such as Pyrex and Borofloat may be used. The glass wafers are relatively
expensive, and Pyrex is commonly used in medical laboratories because it is autoclavable.
Previous research on out-of-plane, cavity-sponsored nucleation demonstrated that a
surface modification of either CYTOPTM or silane is required to nucleate bubbles repeatedly
at a nucleation site [1-4]. Unmodified out-of-plane resistors were reported to seldom form
microbubbles at the nucleation site, while modified resistors nucleated microbubbles at the
nucleation site 98% of the time. In contrast, the in-plane geometries require no surface
modifications for successful and repeatable microbubble nucleation. With no surface
modifications, the in-plane geometries were observed to nucleate single microbubbles at the
nucleation site 100% of the time during the course of the testing.
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For some applications, maximizing the number of jiBA resistors per area can be an
issue. By design, the out-of-plane geometry resistor requires a greater surface area. Typical
out-of-plane resistors occupy a square area ranging from 4,900 - 32,400 am2 [1-4].
Depending on the output transient desired, valid nucleating in-plane resistor designs occupy
areas as small as 300 jim 2, for only an evident fast transient response, to 500 im 2, for a
complete response consisting of both fast and slow transients.
For out-of-plane resistor geometry, the slow transient dissipation process can be
observed until the diameter of the microbubble is the diameter of the nucleation cavity. At
cavity-size, the microbubble becomes optically indecipherable regardless of available
microscope magnification. For out-of-plane geometry, the minimum observable resolution is
limited by the diameter of the cavity rather than minimum microscope resolution. A
microbubble dissipating on an in-plane geometry resistor is observable until the minimum
resolution of the microscope is reached. Therefore, in-plane geometry offers a mechanism
by which to study the tail of the slow transient dissipation process.
The shape and location of the out-of-plane generated fast and slow transient
microbubbles vary over the course of multiple trials. Generated microbubbles range from the
most common, elliptical, to occasionally spherical. In addition, elliptical microbubbles often
become spherical several seconds into the slow transient dissipation process. The out-of-
plane microbubble seems to form almost randomly around the nucleation site, while always
maintaining contact with the nucleation site at some point on the microbubble. In
comparison, the in-plane generated microbubble is spherical and centered on the nucleation
site.
The out-of-plane and in-plane geometries also share some attributes. Both geometries
exhibit the same functional maximum slow transient D dependence on input energy. The
out-of-plane and in-plane geometries also evince the same functional td dependence on the
maximum slow transient D and exhibit a same-sloped linear functional relationship between
td and the input energy.
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6.3 Recommendations, Future Work, and Potential Applications
This work demonstrates that by careful design of in-plane resistor geometry, a
dependably spherical microbubble can be nucleated at a designed location. Thus, the shape
and location of an in-plane generated microbubble can be controlled with considerable
precision. Slow transient maximum D is shown to be a function of input energy and can be
regulated to within the confidence interval and to system specifications by that dependence,
as long as drift is controlled. Similarly, the slow transient td is a function of the slow
transient maximum 5, which, in turn, is a function of the input energy. Thus, td also can be
regulated directly to within the confidence interval and to system specifications by
controlling the input energy by means of the geometry, resistor resistance, or input pulse 6, as
long as drift is controlled.
Future areas of work could be to determine the functional relationship between the
slow transient maximum 5 and input energy as well as the functional relationship between
td and the slow transient maximum D. Additionally, a drift was quantified, which shows
that the slow transient maximum 5 increases as time between trials increases. This drift
may be due to operation of the resistor or a change in DI water with time. For high precision
fluidic delivery or control systems, the drift may be unacceptable. Future work could study
the mechanism behind the drift and discern if such a drift exists with other mediums.
In addition to designing and fabricating an arrayed ptBA-based device and testing and
characterizing over one hundred in-plane and out-of-plane pBA-based component
geometries, many guidelines for future BA-based devices and systems are presented within
the chapters. From the perspective of design, the first decision is whether an in-plane or out-
of plane geometry is desired. After choosing the dimensionality of the geometry, a substrate
can be selected, and the resistors can be engineered to affect the desired eccentricity and
centricity. In terms of fabrication for in-plane geometries, special attention for non-
commercial fabrication facilities is required to achieve the 3 ptm nucleation site. For out-of-
plane geometries, extra time in the fabrication process should be budgeted for nucleation
cavity etching.
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For out-of-plane geometries, a surface modification was found to be essential for
robust operation of the pBA-based component. Previously tested optional coatings include
CYTOPTM and silane [1-4]. For robust operation of the in-plane geometry, no surface
modification is required. For biological applications, the in-plane geometry surface may
need to be modified to prevent electrolytic breakdown with ionic solutions. This,
additionally, could be an area of future research to determine if such a surface modification
would be necessary.
The results of the chip performance study and the process development toward an
arrayed ptBA-powered pDAC device introduce some of the achievements and remaining
challenges in developing pBA-powered devices. Following the progression of microbubbles
from their macro counterpart to their indentured bubbling in ink-jet printers and in the
Champagne project demonstrate that pBA has the potential to be used as a low power, input
high work output commercial mechanism in fluidic valves and pumps; fuel injection; precise-
dose drug delivery; and in a vast array of fluidic actuation applications such as fluid-bed
processing in the petrochemical, petroleum, chemical, pharmaceutical, biochemical,
environmental, defense, and medical fields.
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Appendix A Fabrication Process Flows
In Chapter 4, the fabrication procedures for the PHE chip, TSC, DI header mold, and
IM header mold are described textually and with illustrations. The delineated process flows
provide more detailed descriptions of the fabrication procedures involved in creating the
nucleation chips and fluidic interface for the device. For each process flow, a general
purpose, process overview, starting material, and illustration of the final chip is provided.
The final chip picture corresponds to the final picture in each pictorial process flow in
Chapter 4 Figure 4-20, 4-22, 4-26, and Figure 4-29, respectively.
In addition, MTL-machine names are listed for each step along with machine-specific
detail including exposure and developing times. See Chapter 4 for the corresponding non-
MTL specific machines used for each step and the company of machine manufacture. For
the DI and IM header molds, the delineated process flows often list only one of several
possible SU-8 photoresists that could have been employed to create the structure of specified
height. For example, step 4 of the IM process flow uses SU-8 2075. Another SU-8
photoresist that can be spun to achieve heights of 100 gm is SU-8 50.
Variable parameters also are noted. Information regarding the variability and
parameters affecting the variability are included in Chapter 4. For example, the SU-8
developing time of the finished multi-layer structure depends on additive bake time in the
process. The typical develop time range is noted as 4-6 hours.
Figure A-I delineates the PHE chip process. As denoted, the overarching purpose of
the fabrication procedure is to create resistors with out-of-plane nucleation sites to be used as
thermal actuators. A total of seven main steps create the finished product depicted in the
labeled schematic. The step numbers in the process flow correspond to the step-numbered
illustrations in Figure 4-20.
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PHE Chip Process
Purpose:
Fabricate resistors with nucleation cavities to be used as thermal actuators
Process Overview:
Build, layer-by-layer, nucleation cavity and resistor structure
Material:
6" quartz wafers
Platinum Quartz/A
Step Description Coral Name Lab Notes
I Clean wafers
1.1 RCA clean rca ICL
2 Transfer etch mask
2.1 2 pm polysilicon deposition 6b-npoly ICL I = 200 min (rate - 100? /min)
2.2 Photolithography
2.21 HMDS hmds TRL recipe = 5 (72? contact angle)
2.22 Spin photoresist coater TRL resist = OCG 825 20CS (pump 1);
spin = 9s @0.2 Is @0.75 130 s @3 krpm
2.23 Prebake prebake TRL I = 30 min; T = 90'C
2.24 Align, expose mask) evI TRL I = variable (-1.7 s)
2.25 Develop photo-wet TRL developer = OCG 934 1:1; 1 = 90 s with 30 s rinse
2.26 Postbake postbake TRL I = 30 min; T = 120*C
2.3 Etch polysilicon sts2 TRL recipe = stshall a; I = 8:30 min
3 Define nucleation cavities
3.1 Etch quartz external vendor
4 Clean wafers
4.1 Pirahna clean acid-hood/acid-hood2 TRL I = 10 min (blue dot)
4.2 Pirahna clean acid-hood/acid-hood2 TRL I = 10 min (green dot)
4.3 Etch polysilicon lam490 TRL recipe = nitride; I = 2:30 min
5 Transfer metal mask
5.1 Photolithography
5.11 HMDS hinds TRL recipe = 5 (72? contact angle)
5.12 Spin photoresist coater TRL resist = AZ 5124-E (pump 2);
spin = 9 s @ 0.2 16 s @ 0.75 130 s @ 4 krpm
5.13 Prebake prebake TRL I = 30 min; T = 90*C
5.14 Align, expose mask2 evi TRL I = variable (- 1.3 s)
5.15 Hardbake postbake TRL i = 30 min; T = 105'C
5.16 Flood expose evI TRL t = 1 min
5.17 Develop photo-wet TRL developer = AZ 422; 1 = 90 s with 30 s rinse
6 Deposit and lift-off metal
6.1 Evaporate 100 A Ti; 1000 A Pt e-beam TRL
6.2 Acetone (metal liftoff, pr strip) solventhood TRL t = variable (- 3 hours)
6.3 Anneal (optional) tubeBlI-Au TRL I = 60 min; T = 600MC; N2 flow rate - 5 I/min
7 Develop SU-8 structure
7.1 Diesaw diesaw ICL black blade
Figure A-1. PHE Chip Delineated Process Flow.
Figure A-2 portrays the TSC process. The process objective is to fabricate resistors
with in-plane nucleation sites to be used as thermal actuators. A total of four main steps
create the finished product depicted in the labeled illustration. The step numbers in the
process flow correspond to the step-numbered schematics in Figure 4-22.
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TSC Process
Purpose:
Fabricate resistors with in-plane nucleation sites to be used as thermal actuators
Process Overview:
Build in-plane nucleation site and resistor structure
Material:
6" quartz wafers
Step Description Coral Name Lab
PlatinumQulartz
Notes
I Clean wafers
1.1 Pirahna clean
2 Transfer metal mask
2.1 Photolithography
2.11 HMDS
2.12 Spin photoresist
2.13 Prebake
2.14 Align, expose mask2
2.15 Hardbake
2.16 Flood expose
2.17 Develop
3 Deposit and lift-off metal
3.1 Evaporate 100 A Ti; 1000 A Pt
3.2 Acetone (metal liftoff, pr strip)
3.3 Anneal (optional)
4 Develop SU-8 structure
4.1 Diesaw
acid-hood/acid-hood2
hmds
coater
prebake
evI
postbake
evi
photo-wet
e-beam
solventhood
tubeBl-Au
diesaw
TRL t = 10 min
TRL recipe =5 (72? contact angle)
TRL resist = AZ* 5124-E (pump 2);
spin = 9 s @ 0.2|6 s @ 0.75 30 s @ 4 krpm
TRL t = 30 min; T - 90*C
TRL I = variable (~ 1.3 s)
TRL t - 30 min; T - 105C
TRL t = I min
TRL developer = AZ 422; i - 90 s with 30 s rinse
TRL
TRL I = variable (- 3 hours)
TRL t=60min;T-600C;N 2 flowrate-5Umin
ICL black blade
Figure A-2. TSC Chip Delineated Process Flow.
Figure A-3 renders the DI header mold process. The process is used to fabricate an
SU-8 structure to be used as a positive mold for PDMS molding. A total of seven main steps
create the finished product depicted in the labeled schematic. The step numbers in the
process flow correspond to the step-numbered illustrations in Figure 4-26.
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Delonized (DI) Process
Purpose:
Fabricate SU-8 structure to be used as a positive mold for PDMS molding
Process Overview:
Build, layer-by-layer, multi-layer SU-8 structure
Material:
6" silicon wafers
SU-8 Silicon
Step Description CAFt Name Lab Notes
1 Clean wafers
1.1 Piranha clean acid-hood/acid-hood2 TRL = 10 min
2 Transfer alignment marks
2.1 Photolithography
2.11 HMDS hnds TRL recipe = 5 (72? contact angle)
2.12 Spin photoresist coater TRL resist = OCO 825 20CS (pump 1);
spin = 9 s @ 0.216 s @ 0.75 130 s @ 3 krpm
2.13 Prebake prebake TRL I = 30 min; T = 90*C
2.14 Align, expose mask] evi TRL t - variable (-1.7 s)
2.15 Develop photo-wet TRL developer = OCG 934 1:1; 1 = 90 s with 30 s rinse
2.16 Postbake postbake TRL I - 30 min; T - 120*C
2.2 Etch silicon sts2 TRL recipe - stshall_a; I = 3 min
3 Clean wafers
3.1 Piranha clean acid-hood/acid-hood2 TRL t = 10 min
4 Define patterns on first layer
4.1 Dehydrate hotplate/oven TRL I = 5 min; T 200 *C =30 min; T 200 *C
4.2 Static dispense SU-8 pispinner TRL SU-8 = 2005
4.3 Spin 6 pm pispinner TRL spin= 5 s@0.5130s@2 krpm
4.4 Soft bake hotplate I oven TRL I - I min @ 65 *C|2 min @ 95 *C
4.5 Align, expose mask3 evI TRL I =60s
4.6 Postbake hotplate l oven TRL t = I min @65 *C I min @ 95 *C
5 Define patterns on second layer
5.1 Static dispense SU-8 pispinner TRL SU-8 = 2075
5.2 Spin 100 pm pispinner TRL spin - 5 s @ 0.5130 s @ 3 krpm
5.3 Softbake hotplate l oven TRL t - 5 min @ 65 *C I var @ 120 *C
5.4 Static dispense SU-8 pispinner TRL SU-8 = 2075
5.5 Spin 100 pm pispinner TRL spin= 5 s@0.5|30s@ 3 krpm
5.6 Sof bake hotplate l oven TRL t - 5 min @65*CIvar @ 120 *C
5.7 Static dispense SU-8 pispinner TRL SU-8 - 2075
5.8 Spin 100 pm pispinner TRL spin = 5 s @0.5130 s @ 3 krpm
5.9 Sof bake hotplateIoven TRL t -5 min @65*CIvar@ 120*C
5.10 Align, expose mask4 evI TRL i -60s
5.11 Postbake hotplateIoven TRL I -5min@65*C|20min@95*C
7 Develop SU-8 structure
7.1 Develop SU-S TRL developer = SU-8 Developer; t - 4-6 hrs
7.2 Rinse and nitrogen dry solvent-noAu TRL solution - IPA
Figure A-3. DI Header Mold Delineated Process Flow.
Figure A-4 displays the IM header mold process, which creates a positive mold for
PDMS molding. Seven main steps create the product depicted in the labeled schematic. Step
numbers in the process flow correspond to the step-numbered illustrations in Figure 4-29.
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Input Medium (IM) Process
Purpose:
Fabricate SU-8 structure to be used as a positive mold for PDMS molding
Process Overview:
Build, layer-by-layer, multi-layer SU-8 structure
Material:
6" silicon wafers
Step Description CAFt Name Lab Notes
1 Clean wafers
1.1 Piranha clean
2 Transfer alignment marks
2.1 Photolithography
2.11 HMDS
2.12 Spin photoresist
2.13 Prebake
2.14 Align, expose maskl
2.15 Develop
2.16 Postbake
2.2 Etch silicon
acid-hood/acid-hood2 TRL
hinds TRL recipe =5(72? contact angle)
coater TRL resist - OCG 825 20CS (pump 1);
spin = 9s @0.216s @0.75 130s @3 krpm
prebake TRL i - 30 min; T - 90 C
evI TRL t = variable (~1.7 s)
photo-wet TRL developer = OCG 934 1:1; 1 = 90 s with 30 s rinse
postbake TRL I - 30 min; T - 120"C
sts2 TRL recipe = stshall_a; = 3 min
3 Clean wafers
3.1 Piranha clean
4 Defne patterns on first layer
4.1 Dehydrate
4.2 Static dispense SU-8
4.3 Spin 100 gm
4.4 Soft bake
4.5 Static dispense SU-8
4.6 Spin 100 Im
4.7 Soft bake
4.8 Static dispense SU-8
4.9 Spin 100 jpm
4.10 Soft bake
4.11 Align, expose mask7
4.12 Postbake
5 Define patterns on second layer
5.1 Static dispense SU-8
5.2 Spin 15 pm
5.3 Soft bake
5.4 Align, expose mask6
5.5 Postbake
6 Define patterns on third layer
6.1 Static dispense SU-8
6.2 Spin 40-50 pm
6.3 Soft bake
6.4 Align, expose maskS
6.5 Postbake
7 Develop SU-8 structure
7.1 Develop SU-8
7.2 Rinse and nitrogen dry
acid-hood/acid-hood2
hotplate/oven
pispinner
pispinner
hotplate I oven
pispinner
pispinner
hotplate I oven
pispinner
pispinner
hotplate I oven
evi
hotplate I oven
pispinner
pispinner
hotplate I oven
evl
hotplate I oven
pispinner
pispinner
hotplate I oven
evi
hotplate I oven
TRL t = 10min
TRL i -=min; T-200C/it -30min; T-200*C
TRL SU-8 - 2075
TRL spin- 5 s@0.5130s@3 krpm
TRL I - 5 min @65 *CIvar min @ 120 *C
TRL SU-8 - 2075
TRL spin- 5 s@0.5130s@ 3 krpm
TRL I - 5 min @65*CIvar min @120*C
TRL SU-8 - 2075
TRL spin = 5 s @ 0.5|30 s @ 3 krpm
TRL I = 5 min @65 *CIvar min @ 120'C
TRL 1-60s
TRL I - I min @65 *C|20 min @ 95 *C
TRL SU4 - 2010
TRL spin - 5 s @ 0.5130 s @ 3 krpm
TRL I - I min @65*C 12 min @95 *C
TRL i -60s
TRL I -min@65*C|2min@95*C
TRL SU-8 - 50
TRL spin - 5 s @ 0.5|30 s @ 2 krpm
TRL I = 6 min @65 *CIvar @ 120 *C
TRL I =60s
TRL I = I min@65 *C 5 min@95*C
TRL developer - SU-8 Developer, t ~ 4-6 hrs
solvent-noAu TRL solution = IPA
Figure A-4. IM Header Mold Delineated Process Flow.
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Appendix B Mask Design
Fabrication procedures for the PHE chip, TSC, DI header mold, and IM header mold
are described textually and with illustrations in Chapter 4. Appendix A contains more
delineated process flows that include the notation of the mask used for each photolithography
step within the respective process. A standard nomenclature for the masks is used
throughout to ease the photolithography process as multiple iterations developed over the
course of the research.
The mask number, denoted at the bottom left of the wafer, provides the stacking order
of the mask in the assembly and packaging procedure. For example, mask 1 is the mask
used, for the out-of-plane process, to define the nucleation sites and alignment marks that
will be etched. Mask 2 defines the metal. In the case of the TSC, no out-of-plane etching
procedure is required. Thus, the TSC begins with a metal mask, mask 2. The succeeding
fluidic masks that form the layers of the SU-8 mold and the subsequent PDMS casting are
numbered in the same fashion. Thus, the lowest layer is mask 3, and the topmost layer is
wafer mask 7.
The masks are designed in AutoCAD LT 2002* (Autodesk, San Rafael, CA). The
final mask is either on 178 mm square soda-lime plates of 3 mm thickness with chrome
plating (Advanced Reproductions, North Andover, MA) or on a high-resolution precision
laser transparency of dimensions 178 mm square and resolution 1/25.4 mil (Photoplot Store,
Colorado Springs, CO). The transparency then is transferred to a 178 mm square photomask
plate (Nanofilm, WestLake Village, CA) to enable more precise pattern transfer during repeat
photolithography processes. The transparency mask transferred to a mask blank is valid for
minimum feature sizes on the order of 10 pm. For minimum feature sizes of less than 10 gm,
chrome photomasks are used.
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BA Platinum Heating Electrode Chip
PHE chip fabrication with out-of-plane nucleation sites requires two chrome
photomasks. Mask 1 defines the patterns to be etched into the quartz wafer, and mask 2
serves as the metal mask. Figure B-i is a screen capture of mask 1, which has open
polygons. Meaning, the shapes inside the wafer are clear, and the field of the mask is dark.
The wafer contains fifteen chips of size 3 cm by 2 cm.
I M kI
U aI
Figure B-i. PHE Chip Mask 1.
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At the center of each chip are eight nucleation sites arranged in four rows with two
columns. Each nucleation site is 6 jim in diameter. The number 1 in Figure B-I denotes a
set of eight nucleation sites. The left alignment mark in Figure B-I is designated with the
number 2 and is shown in magnified detail in Figure B-2. The right alignment mark is
vertically aligned with the left alignment mark on the mask. Each of the four compass lines
are 300 pm in length by 20 gm in width. The inner feature has outer petals of length 40 gm
and width 20 pm. The inner portion is 35 gm long by 10 pm wide.
Figure B-2. PHE Chip Alignment Mark.
The metal mask, which is the second mask in the process, is shown in Figure B-3.
The mask has filled polygons. Meaning, the shapes inside the wafer are dark, and the field of
the mask is clear. In this mask, the chip layout of fifteen chips of size 3 cm by 2 cm is
discerned more easily. At the center of each chip are the eight resistors depicted in detail in
Chapter 4.
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The MIT text on either side of each chip serves as an alignment pattern in the
assembly process. The MIT text is found on the PHE chip, the DI header cast, and the IM
header cast. When the semitransparent DI header cast is placed over the PHE chip during
assembly, a moir6 pattern becomes visible. Slight motions in the alignment process create
large-scale changes in the moir6 pattern, and the pattern becomes indistinguishable with a
near-perfect alignment.
Figure B-3. PHE Chip Mask 2.
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Appendix B Mask Design
B.2 Test Structure Chip
One mask is used in the TSC fabrication process. Called mask 2, as no etch mask is
required for the in-plane nucleation site process, the mask defines the nucleation sites and
resistors. Three iterations of the TSC are described in Chapter 4. The first iteration TSCv3.0
mask is on transparency transferred to a mask blank. Figure B-4 is a screen capture of the
TSCv3.0 mask. The mask has filled polygons. At the center of each chip are the eight
resistors depicted in detail in Chapter 4.
FgueB.TD. am
_ 00
Figure B-4. TSCv3.O Mask 2.
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The TSCv3.1 mask also is on a transparency transferred to a blank. Figure B-5 is a
screen capture of the TSCv3.1 mask. The mask has filled polygons. In this mask, the chip
layout has fifteen chips of size 3 cm by 2 cm. Each chip contains twelve resistors depicted in
detail in Chapter 4.
Figure B-5. TSCv3.1 Mask 2.
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Appendix B Mask Design
The TSCv3.1 mask is on a chrome mask. Figure B-6 is a screen capture of the
TSCv3.l mask. The mask has filled polygons. In this particular mask, the chip contains
layout ten chips. Eight chips are of size 3 cm by 2 cm, and two chips are of size 6 cm by 4
cm. Each chip has multiple resistors, which are described and depicted in Chapter 4.
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Figure B-6. TSCv3.2 Mask 2.
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B.3 Deionized Header Mold
The DI header mold process uses three masks. One of the iterations of the DI header
mold is described in Chapter 4; the corresponding 2x and Ix masks are presented in Section
B.3. Previous iterations use less elaborate alignment marks, which do not facilitate
alignment through thick SU-8 layers. Two alignment marks used in previous versions are
shown in Figure B-2 and Figure B-7.
Figure B-7. DI Header Mold Right Alignment Mark.
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The first 2x mask, denoted mask 1, defines alignment marks for the thick SU-8
photolithography process. Chapter 4 describes the purpose of the specialty alignment marks
and provides a figure that depicts the alignment marks used during the alignment process.
Mask 1 is a transparency mask with clear polygons that is transferred to a blank. This mask
is shown in Figure B-8.
Figure B-8. Header Mold 2x Mask 1.
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The right alignment mark in Figure B-8 is designated with the number 1 and is shown
in detail in Figure B-9. The left alignment mark is vertically aligned with the right alignment
mark and also can be seen in Figure B-8. Each alignment mark is composed of thousands of
arrows of length 110 gm and width 20 pm that serve to direct photolithography alignment to
the central crosshair. For thin SU-8 layers, the alignment mark features in Figure B-2 and
Figure B-8 are adequate. However, thicker SU-8 layer photolithography alignment is much
easier with the alignment marks illustrated in Figure B-9.
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Figure B-9. Header MoldAlignment Mark.
The Ix version of mask 1 also has open polygons and contains a pair of the alignment
marks featured in Figure B-9. The alignment marks are positioned slightly higher to enable
the 3 cm by 2 cm chips to be arrayed in a pattern of five rows with three columns each. The
Ix mask is a transparency mask transferred to a blank and is shown in Figure B-10.
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Figure B-10. Header Mold lx Mask 1.
The second 2x mask in the process is mask 3. Mask 3 has open polygons and serves
to define the DI header inlet, outlet, and fluidic hub. In kind with the PHE chip, the MIT text
on each side of each chip serves as a moire pattern for alignment in the assembly process.
The complete DI moire pattern will be formed after each of the DI masks is used, and the
SU-8 is developed at the end of the fabrication process as described in Appendix A. In this
mask, the chip layout is four chips with dimensions 6 cm by 4 cm. The transparency mask is
shown in Figure B-11.
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Figure B-11. DI Header Mold 2xMask 3.
The right alignment mark on the mask is designated with the number 1 and is shown
in detail in Figure B-12. The right alignment mark is vertically aligned with the left
alignment mark. The main feature of the alignment mark is a crosshair surrounded by four
clear view-squares, which facilitate alignment. See Chapter 4 for a detailed image of the
alignment process.
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Figure B-12. Header Mold Upper Alignment Mark.
The central portion of each chip is the fluidic hub of the DI header mold. In this hub,
the fluid flows in through the main inlet and then separates into eight parallel flows through
the individual fluidic inlets. From the individual fluidic inlets, the fluid flows through the
respective nucleation chamber and then out through the fluidic outlets. Chapter 4 describes
the fluidic system, providing images of the particulate-level fluidic system and the lumped
element model for the chip-level system. The fluidic hub is designated on mask 3 with the
number 2 and is shown in detail in Figure B-13.
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Figure B-13. DI Header Mold Fluidic Hub.
The Ix version of mask 3 also has open polygons and contains a pair of the alignment
marks featured in Figure B-12. The alignment marks are positioned slightly higher to enable
the 3 cm by 2 cm chips to be arrayed in a pattern of five rows with three columns each. The
Ix mask is a chrome mask and is shown in Figure B-14.
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Figure B-14. DI Header Mold lx Mask 3.
The third 2x mask in the process is mask 4. Shown in Figure B-15, the mask has
open polygons and is made on a transparency transferred to a blank. Mask 4 defines the
main fluidic inlet and outlet headers, which are first thinly defined in mask 3. Mask 4
enables the inlet and outlet headers to be fabricated to have a total thickness of about 300 pm.
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Figure B-15. DI Header Mold 2x Mask 4.
The third Ix mask in the process has clear polygons and is a chrome mask. Since the
1 x mask is the 1 x version of the 2x mask in the process, the mask also is named mask 4.
Illustrated in Figure B-16, the mask contains fifteen chips and defines the main fluidic inlet
and outlet.
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B.4 Input Medium Header Mold
The IM header mold process involves four masks. One of the iterations of the IM
header mold is described in Chapter 4; the corresponding masks will be presented in this
section. Previous iterations use less elaborate alignment marks, which do not facilitate
alignment through thick SU-8 layers. The first mask, mask 1, defines alignment marks for
the thick SU-8 photolithography process. Mask 1 is used in the IM header mold process
shown in 2x in Figure B-8 and in Ix in Figure B-10 with details shown in Figure B-9.
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The second mask in the process is mask 7. This transparency mask has open
polygons. In this mask, the chip layout is four chips of dimensions 6 cm by 4 cm and defines
the main IM input and output headers. The 2x version of mask 7 is shown in Figure B-17.
o 0
o 0 0 0
0 0
Figure B-17. IM Header Mold 2x Mask 7.
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The 1 x version of the second mask in the process is a chrome mask is denoted as
mask 7. The mask also has open polygons. In this mask, the chip layout is fifteen chips of
dimensions 3 cm by 2 cm and defines the main IM input and output headers. The Ix version
of mask 7 is shown in Figure B-18.
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Figure B-18. IM Header Mold Ix Mask 7.
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A screen capture of the 2x mask 6, the third mask in the IM header mold process, is
shown in Figure B-19. The transparency mask has open polygons and serves to define the
captures sites. The chip layout is four chips of dimensions 6 cm by 4 cm.
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Figure B-19. IM Header Mold 2x Mask 6.
The Ix version of mask 6 is shown in Figure B-20. The chrome mask has open
polygons and serves to define the captures sites. The chip layout is fifteen chips of
dimensions 3 cm by 2 cm.
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Figure B-20. IM Header Mold lx Mask 6.
Mask 5 is the fourth and final mask in the IM header mold process. A screen capture
of the 2x version of the mask is shown in Figure B-21. The chrome mask has open polygons
and defines the jet channels.
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Figure B-21. IM Header Mold 2x Mask 5.
The final Ilx mask of the IM header mold process is mask 5. With open polygons, the
design consists of fifteen chips of dimension 3 cm by 2 cm. A screen capture of the 1 x
transparency mask 5 is shown in Figure B-22. The mask has open polygons and defines the
jet channels.
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Figure B-22. IM Header Mold lx Mask 5.
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Appendix C Electrical Schematic Diagrams
As discussed in Section 4.2, the system architecture design focus is to maximize the
usage of commercially available components without sacrificing the desired performance of
the pBA-driven device. The resultant architecture consists of microfabricated components,
custom electronics, electronics, and packaging. The microfabricated components and custom
electronics specific to the pBA-driven device include a fluidic interface, PHE chip, MMLI,
and UIM.
Figure C-i. PHE Chip Electrical Schematic.
Figure C-i illustrates drawings of these four components in reverse order - UIM,
MMI, PHE chip, and fluidic interface. The lumped element model of the fluidic system is
depicted and described in Section 4.2.3 and shown in Figure C-2. The full electrical
schematic diagrams of the PHEl chip, MMvI, and UIM are shown in Figure C-3, Figure C-4,
and Figure C-5. Pin numbers and part values are labeled, and wire crossings are shown with
a half-circular jog for ease of viewing and wire tracing.
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Appendix D Sampling of Raw Data
The chip performance hypotheses, methods, and results are presented in Chapter 5.
The raw data is collected after a standard input or a chirped input is applied to a selected
resistor. Recorded data include: (1) input type, (2) pulse width 6, (3) pulse frequencyfA, (4)
resistor resistance, (5) video file of the nucleation through dissipation process, (6) whether a
microbubble formed, (7) time at which the maximum fast transient D is evident, (8) time at
which the maximum slow transient D is evident, (9) time at which the slow transient is no
longer evident, and (10) experimental observations. The video file then is used to collect:
(11) the major and minor maximum fast transient D measurements, (12) major and minor
maximum slow transient D measurements, (13) fast transient x-centricity and y-centricity,
(14) slow transient x-centricity and y-centricity, (15) fast transient diameters as a function of
time, and (16) slow transient diameters as a function of time.
Table D-1, Table D-2, Table D-3, and Table D-4 contain raw data from each of the
distinct geometries tested - in-plane with 10 pm long nucleation site, in-plane with 20 jim
long nucleation site, in-plane with 30 pm long nucleation site, and out-of-plane with 6 Rm
cavity. Figure D-1 illustrates the four distinct geometries with the out-of-plane geometry
first. The out-of-plane geometry has a 6 pim square nucleation site (a). The in-plane
geometries have a 3 jim wide nucleation site by 10 pim long (b), 20 gm long (b), and 30 gm
long (c)
r~ ri
(a) (b) (c) (d)
Figure D-1. Distinct Nucleation Geometries.
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Table D-1 contains a sampling of raw data (1) through (14) from an in-plane resistor
of total length 70 gm and nucleation site length of 10 pm. This is a geometry six resistor, as
depicted in Chapter 4. The raw data specifies the input parameters, which indicate that a
chirped input was applied with input pulse width 5 = 5, 10:10:50 ms and A = 2 min. Each
column corresponds to an input pulse width in increasing width order.
The resistance of the resistor is measured to be about 19 92, and video files were
created for each of the nucleation and dissipation processes. For this performance test, a
microbubble formed for each applied pulse. For the 3 = 5 ms input pulse, the fast transient
forms at 1.26 s:ff, which means that the fast transient formed at 1 second and 26/30 frames.
The slow transient formed at 1.27 s:ff, and the slow transient is no longer evident at 2.23 s:ff.
An experimental observation was made that fresh DI was used for the performance
test. The major and minor maximum fast transient D measurements are 24 mm and 20 mm,
respectively. The measurements are calibrated as described in Chapter 5. The major and
minor maximum slow transient D measurements are 14 mm and 14 mm. The fast transient
d, = 13 mm and dy = 12 mm. Similarly, the slow transient d, = 7 mm and dy = 7 mm. The d,
and dy raw data then are converted to centricity measurements, as specified in Chapter 5. The
fast transient and slow transient diameters as a function of time are collected from the video
file as described in Chapter 5, which also illustrates several archetypal transient diameters as
a function of dissipation time curves.
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Table D-1. Sampling of Raw Data for In-Plane Resistor with 10 pm Nucleation Site.
Sample of Data Collected for Chirped Input
Property Input 1 Input 2 Input 3 Input 4 Input 56
Input Type Chirped Chirped Chirped Chirped Chirped Chirped
6 (ms) 5 10 20 30 40 50
A (min) 2 2 2 2 2 2
R (Q) 19 19 19 19 19 19
Video File IP6 R32 IP6 R32 IP6 R32 IP6 R32 IP6 R32 IP6_R32
Bubble? Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Max FT D (s:ff) 1.26 0.28 0.29 0.28 0.26 1.00
Max ST D (s:ff) 1.27 0.29 1.00 0.29 0.27 1.01
No ST (s:ff) 2.23 3.26 6.22 9.27 12.28 18.14
Experimental Observation Fresh DI - - - - -
Max FT Major D (mm) 24 31 39 49 48.5 49
Max FT Minor D (mm) 20 28 39 49 48.5 49
Max ST Major D (mm) 14 14 17 18 20 25
Max ST Minor D (mm) 14 14 17 18 20 25
Max FT d, (mm) 13 14.5 20 22 22 22
Max FT d, (mm) 12 16 18 23 28 26
Max ST d, (mm) 7 8 10.5 10 11 14.5
Max ST d, (mm) 7 6.5 8 9 11 12.5
Table D-2 contains raw data (1) through (14) from an in-plane resistor of total length
80 ptm and nucleation site length of 20 gm. This is a geometry seven resistor, as depicted in
Chapter 4. Table D-3 contains raw data (1) through (14) from an in-plane resistor of total
length 90 pm and nucleation site length of 30 gm. This is a geometry eight resistor, as
depicted in Chapter 4. Table D-4 contains raw data (1) through (14) from an out-of-plane
resistor with 6 gm nucleation site.
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Table D-2. Sampling of Raw Data for In-Plane Resistor with 20 um Nucleation Site.
Sample of Data Collected for Chirped Input
Property Input 1 Input 2 Input 3 Input4 Input5 Input 6
Input Type Chirped Chirped Chirped Chirped Chirped Chirped
6 (ms) 5 10 20 30 40 50
A (min) 2 2 2 2 2 2
R (a) 21 21 21 21 21 21
Video File IP7 R32 IP7 R32 IP7 R32 IP7 R32 IP7 R32 IP7 R32
Bubble? Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Max FT D (s:ff) 1.01 1.01 0.25 1.01 0.25 1.19
Max ST D (s:ft) 1.02 1.02 0.26 1.02 0.26 1.20
No ST (s:ff) 1.22 3.26 6.20 11.16 13.18 19.25
Experimental Observation Fresh DI - - - -
Max FT Major D (mm) 30 33 37 37 37 42
Max FT Minor D (mm) 30 33 37 37 37 42
Max ST Major D (mm) 14 12.5 16 18 20 24
Max ST Minor D (mm) 14 12.5 16 18 20 24
Max FT d, (mm) 15 17 18.5 20 20 22
Max FT d, (mm) 19 22 23 22 23 26
Max ST d, (mm) 7.5 6 6 7 9 13
Max ST d, (mm) 6.5 6 8 9.25 10 12
Table D-3. Sampling of Raw Data for In-Plane Resistor with 30 pm Nucleation Site.
Sample of Data Collected for Chirped Input
Prope!y Input1 Input2 Input3 Input4 Input5 Inut6
Input Type Chirped Chirped Chirped Chirped Chirped Chirped
S(ins) 5 10 20 30 40 50
A (min) 2 2 2 2 2 2
R (f) 35 35 35 35 35 35
Video File IP8_R32 IP8_R32 IP8_R32 IP8_R32 IP8_R32 IP8_R32
Bubble? Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Max FT D (s:ff) 0.02 1.10 0.27 0.23 0.25 1.10
Max ST D (s:ff) 0.03 1.11 0.28 0.24 0.26 1.11
No ST (s:ft) 0.23 3.03 4.06 5.09 6.22 8.27
Experimental Observation Fresh DI - - - -
Max FT Major D (mm) 28 12 35 39 42 45
Max FT Minor D (mm) 27 12 34 36 40 42
Max ST Major D (mm) 8 10 12 17 18.75 20
Max ST Minor D (mm) 8 10 12 17 18.5 20
Max FT d, (mm) 14 6 16 21 22 22
Max FT d, (mm) 17 7 22 25 26 26
Max ST d, (mm) 4.5 5 5.5 8 10 11
ax ST d, (mm) 3.5 4.5 6 8 9 9.5
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Table D-4. Sampling of Raw Data for Out-of-Plane Resistor with 6 Um Nucleation Site.
Sample of Data Collected for Chirped Input
Property Input 1 Input 2 Input 3 Input 4 Input 5 Input 6
Input Type Chirped Chirped Chirped Chirped Chirped Chirped
6 (Ms) 5 10 20 30 40 50
A (min) 2 2 2 2 2 2
R(n) 16 16 16 16 16 16
Video File OPI R15 OPI R15 OPI R15 OPI R15 OPI R15 OPI R15
Bubble? Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Max FT D (s:ff) 0.16 1.09 1.02 1.07 1.07 11.21
Max ST D (s:ff) 0.17 1.08 1.03 1.08 1.08 11.22
No ST (s:ff) 3.04 6.23 12.02 17.17 21.15 36.13
Experimental Observation Fresh DI - - - - -
Max FT Major D (mm) 20 37 42 44 48 46
Max FT Minor D (mm) 20 36 41 40 46 46
Max ST Major D (mm) 18 22 28 33 35 42
Max ST Minor D (mm) 16 18 25 30 30 35
Max FT d, (mm) 3 9 5 8 14 11
Max FT d, (mm) 5 22 28 21 28 33
Max ST d, (mm) 1 8 5 8 11 14
Max ST d, (mm) 3 8 12 17 26 1
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